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Strand proud to be here, proud to serve
By Marc Lebovttz '72

On January 1 the Illinois State
University Board ofTmstees came into exisavid A. Strand, president of Illinois
tence as the sole goveming body for the
State University since mid-August,
University and as the exclusive representative of Illinois State to the
essentially is the same man
who came to campus 18
Illinois Board of Higher
years ago to serve as execuEducation. Strand welcomed
tive officer for the president.
the opportunities and challenges of the change.
He still is hardworking,
"This is a critical p eriod
loyal, and dedicated to the
University and higher educain the life of tl1e University
w ith the t,,msition to a sepation. He still is known across
rate goveming board," Strand
campus and in the
131oomington-Nonnal commusaid. "Some say it is probably
the most historically signifinity as a man of integrity, honest)', and compassion. And he
cant event since the name
change in 1964 [dropping the
still uses the same f1ienclly
tone of voice and has the
word Nom1alJ . It is most
same warm demeanor
David A. Strand
important that the transition is
smooth and that the new
whether he is meeting with partmstees have confidence in the leaders, facents of first-year students, distinguished
professors, university plumbers, or indusuy
ult:)1, and staff of the University. I'm working very hard to assist the new tmstees in
leaders.
It is not surprising that Strand's 37
understanding the many outstanding qualiyears in higher education, though he held
numerous titles, have been at only two
institutions-Southeast Missouri State
University and Illinois State. His tenure at
Illinois State includes 11 years as vice president and provost sandwiched between two
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ties of this universit:)1and in feeling comfortable and positive about their association
with tl1e University.
"In my State of the Universit:)1address I
tried to provide a context within which the
University needs to function. I also tried to
identify a rather ambitious list of initiatives,
to give us some objectives toward w hich
we can aim.
'·I am very impressed with the credentials of the tmstees and the qualifications
and strengths they bring to the board,"
Strand said. "In individual conversations
with each of them, I've been impressed
witl1 their conunitment to Illinois State and
their willingness to assist us in accomplishing our mission and objectives.
"'Ibis is a very important change for
Illinois State, because for the first time in
many, many years we have a group of
trustees who will be advocates solely for
lllinois State and w ill not have to divide
their loyalties and support among several
universities. It has given the University a

chance to enhance its own destiny by
being its own advocate instead of having
the Board of Regents as a filter through
w hich many of its proposals must pass
before going to the Board of Higher
Education. "
Strand quoted from Hedrick Smith's
Retbinking America in his State of the
Universit:)1 address in October. "Time and
again the Ame!icans have found that in the
new competitive environment the old
adversarial game does not work as well as
collaboration ...The re are lessons about
tmst, engagement, and partnerships that
have wider importance for American society...The key to a winning strategy is to recognize that tmst is the most powerful motivator.''
Strand believes deeply in those words
and has set the tone of the Universit:)1as
one in w hich tmst, integrity, and partnerships w ill yield a blight and successful
future for lllinois State.

Illinois -Stat€· ~ajv~rs~ty Board.of ;Trustees

.
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terms totaling fo ur years as vice preside nt

for business and tlnance. It prepared him
well for the call last summer.
When Thomas P. Wallace resigned as
preside nt after a facult:)1no-contldence
vote, the Board of Regents wasted no time
in enlisting Strand to serve as president.
The board's decision was supported by the
faculty, w hich circulated a petition in support of St,,md 's being named president.
Almost in1111ediatcly after Strand's appointment, the words "healing" and "fresh
atmosphe re" were heard throughout the
campus.
'Tm proud to be here and to serve as
president at this time," Strand said. "We
have gone through a tumultuous year, and
in order for us to capitalize on the many
attlibutes of the institution- its human and
other resources-we need to pull back
together as a team.
"Integrity is an important concept to
me and one toward w hich I strive," he said.
"I think I am a sensitive individual who is
conscientious, dedicated, and hardworking.
When you put some of those concepts
together and see my style of administration,
you can understand w hy I believe so
strongly in Illinois State University."
Strand enjoys being president, being in
a position to initiate and oversee positive
change for the University. He said he works
hard to avoid changing as a person because
of the presidency and the different way
people treat him and his ideas.
"Just because I became president does
not mean that suddenly a lightbulb has
gone off in my mind and all these presidential thoughts and concepts have emerged,"
he said. "Many of the things I'm talking
about doing now and hope to accomplish,
in concert with otl1ers, are similar to the
types of ideals or objectives I've been talking about for years; but people are taking
them more seriously now, since I became
president. Conversely, I'm sure the day I
leave the presidency people will pay much
less attention to w hat I'm saying, although I
may have said tl1e same things two days
before w hen I was president."

'William Sulaski;,ijloomington, ·
chajrwrson; Amanaging partner
of SuJas'ki & Web!>, CPAs, ·Sul~ki
.served on the Board of Regents
from 1~93.

Dia11e Gleri11, Cllicago: GJemi is
presideµt and.chief executive
officer of'the Conunµnity Bank of
.. Lawndale, aminority-owned ba1ik
· with $?6 ~illion·in assets.
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From the alumni association president
There are tlu·ee young people living at our house. If everything goes
according to schedule, they could be
members of the Classes of 2004, 2008,
and 2012 someday. I'm not sure about
the one projected for '04. We're still
trying to survive junior high school.
We were ~sured b}
those w ho have
been there that
mere survival was
our best hope.
I believe he'll
make it. They all
will. My wife and I
are dedicated to that
end.
Making it may
or may not include a
degree from Illinois
State University. It
may or may not be a
dream fulfilled .
There will be successes and, yes, failJeff Fritzen '74
ures. There wiU be
triumphs and disappointments. The
road will be long, not always straight,
often times rough. But there wiU be
guardrails.
Our commitment as pare nts to
those three lives is to put up the
guardrails. We can't choose every path
our children will travel, but we can
provide a solid value system on w hich
to base their decisions.
Unfortunately, providing
guardrails doesn't seem to be the priority it once was. We make light of Ward
and June Cleaver and the object
lessons learned by Wally and Beaver
instead of seizing the fleeting oppo1tunity to affect lives. Even d1e incorrigi___ _1=?!e Eddie Haskell was the beneficiary

of the parental wisdom shared.
Don't let the analogy of the
Cleavers get in your way. TI1is isn 't a
conunentary on lifestyles as much as it
is a call to commitment and responsibility.
It's a message I've sought to share
with our newest alums
at conunencement. As
alumni association
president, it is my duty
to induct graduates
into our fellowship.
I'm given a minute or
two to get the job
done. Not much time,
mind you, but enough
to at least provoke
thought.
Attribute it to
parental instincts, if
you w ill, but I have
encouraged those in
attendance to look
beyond the pomp and
circumstance and consider the significance of commencement, a te rm that heralds a beginning.
The exercise marks the completion of
degree work, but the day is a defining
moment in our lives when our c hoices
take on added importance. Selecting a
career, committing to relationships,
dedicating our talents to serving others
are all decisions that suddenly have lifelong in1plications. That's w hy many of
us measure our accomplislm1ents
against our own day of commencement.
I also have challenged our new
alums to conside r the meaning of commencement. As I mentioned, it is a day
of celebration of the completion of
degree requirements. It also is a day of

transition, from undergraduate to alum.
And, it is a beginning. An end, a transition, a begitming all it1 one. What, then,
w ill we do with what we've learned
and who we are? ·n1e author of the following is anonymous, yet the words
help answer that question.
"Goel has given me this day to do
as I will.
··1 can waste it or use it for good.
"What I do today is very important, because I am trading a day in my
life for it.
"When tomorrow comes, this day
w ill be gone forever, leaving behind
something I've traded for it.
"I want it to be gain, not loss ...
"Good, not evil ...
"Success, not failure ...
"In order that I should never forget the price I paid for it."
As I observe the ceremony, I can't
help but wonder how many in the
audience are sitting there in disbelief
that this clay has already arrived. And,
no doubt, some are concerned
whether or not their graduate is
equipped for what lies ahead because
the guardrails weren't there.
My words are not so profound as
to replace them. At best, they might
spark some introspection. Perhaps
some of you, though not new alums,
need to reestablish some guardrails in
your lives or e nsure they are there to
protect someone you love. If so, make
this a day of comme ncement. What
better way to employ what you have
gained and fulfill who you arc since
that initial day of commenceme nt
w hen you left Illinois State University?
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Serving University, taxpayers a balancing act, ex-regent says
BJ' Jc~y Gmves '80, M.S. '83

rank Matsler says being a member of a
board that governs public universities is
a balancing act.
'·You have to balance the needs of d1e
institutions against what is tight for the taxpayers,., Matsler said. "You
don 't just want to be a rubber stamp for what the universities want, yet you
need board members w ho
arc loyal."
Matsler has a keen
understanding of that balancing act. He was the first
chancellor of the Board of
Regents (BOR), created by
the Ulinois General
Assembly in 1967 as the
governing board for Illinois
State University, Northern
Illinois University, and
Frank Matsler
Sangamon State University
(now University of Illinois-Sp1ingficld).
Matsler held the position until retiring in
1981. He became chancellor again in
March 1995 w hen Rode1ick Groves left.
As board and staff members prepared
for their final meeting before being
replaced by independent governing boards,
Matsler hoped the Board of Regents legacy
centers more on what it tried not to do
rather than on its many accomplislunents.
"Board members must realize they are
policy makers, not managers," Matsler said.
"We allowed the universities to grow and
move in their own directions."
During almost 30 years under the
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Regency system, the three universities
grew tremendously. The appropriated budget and enrollment of the system was the
second largest in lllinois. One of four public
university students and one out of three
conmumity college transfer students attended a Regener university. More than
200,000 Regency smdents
have graduated since 1970.
The creation of the
Joint University Advisory
Committee and raisit1g the
academic standards of students w ho attended the
three instimtions are
among the policy decisions
Matsler is most proud of.
But he said it wasn't always
easy to avoid micromanagit1g the unjvcrsities.
"I sometimes found
myself listening as board
members discussed what
kit1d of microscopes or
computers departments should be using,"
Matsler said. '·Sometimes we spend too
much time discussing unimportant things."
Matsler thinks one important thing universities w ill miss under independent governance is the layer of insulation the BOR
provided from the Illinois Board of Higher
Educatio n (IBHE) and the General
Assembly. Another he said is the "position
of strength" the three mliversities had in
Springfield when they were fu1ked by one
governing board.
"Illinois State could meet w ith
Northern Illmois and Sangamon State to discuss a policy and approach the IBHE from a

much better position than if they went separately," Matsler said. He believes the
University's legislative liaison position w ill
be even more important under an indepe ndent governing board.
"The liaisons aren' t lobbyists," Matsler
explained. "They don't spend money buying lunch for lawmakers while trying to
convit1ce them to p ass bills. We spent most
of our legislative effort trying to kill bills
that threatened higher education."
But Matsler also sees many advantages
to the new system. He says the Board of
Trustees w ill be less inhibited without a
chancellor. Ile also says the mliversity presidents will enjoy more freedom and receive
more board attention, since the trustees
w ill have just one institution to govern.
Matslcr is hesitant to offer advice to
the Illinois State University Board of
Trustees. William Sulaski and Carl Kasten
are former Board of Regents members and
Nancy Froelich has se rved as chairperson
of d1e Board of Governors.
"They already have a lot of experience," Matsler said . "The members just
have to remember to serve the University
the best they can and serve the taxpayers
the same way. TI1ey also have the advantage of seeing how other boards can successfully operate."
Maybe that's another legacy of the
Board of Regents.
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Alumni who remember Illinois State
University classrooms equipped with not
much more than a chalkboard and overhead
projector would marvel at the instructional
tools used by today's faculty. The University
has worked to integrate technology across the
curriculum, affecting the way students complete in-class assignments, compile research,
and communicate with their professors. Prom
computer laboratories in the Applied
Computer Science Department,/ar left, to
general classrooms in Turner Hall, top, and

the Old Union Building,/ar right, computers
allow faculty to quickly critique students'
work or facilitate group projects. Illinois
State's Distance Leaming classroom, bottom,
makes it feasible for the University to transmit class lectures across the state or link
the campus to workshops and peer group
activities around the nation, allowing
students and faculty to join interactive
discussions with their colleagues at other
institutions near and far.

Students and study have come a long way from typewriters and chalkboards
By Su&m Marquardt Blystone '84

mastered at home by the time they comp leted high school.
ot much more than a decade ago
That fact has p laced Illinois State
University in an entirely new league of
students came to campus with electric
typewrite rs in tow, ready to tackle the term
competition for the outstanding student, a
papers they knew were on the horizon.
fact never far from the mind of William
Gorrell. As executive director for InformaThey grumbled in w riting classes as they
settled into workstations equipped with
tion Systems at Illinois State, Gorrell overonly manuals, lamenting the laborious task
sees one of the largest divisions of the
of typing on such dated equipment. They
University. Managing a $9 million budget,
learned from lectures taught with the most
he relies on a staff of app roximately 90 to
maintain a network for the
basic of teaching tools, such
as overhead projectors and
campus that is interconnect"In my view you need
chalkboards. And nobody
ed by a fiber-optic backbone.
at some point to make
TI1e network links to the
even thought of heading to a
computer lab without a box
all computing
mainframe
all this technology
of keypunch cards.
resources at the University,
readily availabk to
including Milner library, facToday's faculty use
mobile comp uter labs, passulty and staff offices, desktop
students, " Gorrell said.
workstations in computer
ing out individual
And while he
PowerBook® computers for
laboratories, the Distance
acknowledges there
in-class assignme nts. Many
Leaming classroom, an elecinstructors supplement
is a significant expense tronic mail !>)'Stem, and the
office hours by conununicat•
Internet.
involved in reaching
ing w ith students electroniResponse to the
cally on a regular basis.
increased availability of tools
that objective, he sees
Stude nts are able to access
such as electronic mail and
no option.
the infom1ation they need
Inte rnet has kept the
for projects from residence
University searching for ways
halls and laboratories wired
to meet demand beyond
to the Internet, with many transporting
expectations. "We are a victim of our sucfrom home their own personal comp uters
cess," Gorrell said, noting as an example
that provide a lllXllry of convenie nce past
the mail system that had just 6,400 users in
generations never dreamed feasible.
the spring of 1995 and was handling
It's no wonder many alumni who
11,000 accounts by the fall oflast year.
Accommodating such camp us need~
return to Illinois State University must feel
as if they've landed on another camp us. In
is an ongoing challenge for Gorrell and his
many ways they have, as today's faculty
staff, which is committed to making technology easily accessible to every campus
have incorporated technology into classemployee and student. To meet that goal,
rooms and laboratories wired with computers that allow for everything from simulated
the University has added computer laborascience expe riments to music composition .
tories across campus and comp leted just
The change in teaching and learning
last year a pilot project that involved
wiring 200 rooms in Watterson Towers
techniques is necessitated in p art by the
fact that students come to campus
for increased access to the information
highway.
immersed in the computer age and expect"In my view you need at some p oint to
ing to continue using the technology many
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make all this technology readily available to
students," Gorrell said. And while he
acknowledges there is a significant expense
involved in reaching that objective, he sees
no option.
"As a university I don 't think you can
sit by and say it's big money" and still meet
the mission of preparing students to enter
the workplace, Gorrell said. "In any discipline, everyone expects some part of their
work to be done electronically."
David Williams is just one of many faculty members at Illinois State who couldn't
agree more. Williams is associate dean in
the College ofFine Arts and director of the
Office of Research in Arts Technology at
the University. The work he has done in
that role has made him one of the nation 's
leaders in microcomputer applications in
fine arts.
In 1979 Williams created the office
that has positioned the college as one of
the country's pioneers in using computers
with art and theatre. From a humble start
with one microcomputer that he built,
Williams has watched technology significantly change how courses in his college
are taught.
"The compute r is changing the way
students are doing things," Williams said.
He can cite a long list of examples, from
automated design layout and digital photography to computerized theatre scene
designs and music composition.
One obvious benefit Williams sees in
using the computer for such tasks is that it
"opens up creativity to the masses." He
uses music composition to make his point,
noting that "someone w ho would normally
not have tho ught of composing can start
experimenting and exploring." The person's efforts can be evaluated instantly as
the computer "performs " the work as it is
being written.
Curriculum possibilities extend far
beyond the area of fine arts. Williams has
seen technology benefit other fields such as

chemistry, w here laboratory expe riments
using toxic materials can now be simulated
so students acq uire the knowledge w ithout
the risk.
Even faculty w ho have not yet found
extensive ways to incorporate technology
into the curriculum have joined Will.iams in
his use of computers to revamp the entire
traditional classroom communication par-.idigm. Professors in disciplines tl1at cut
across the University now automate their
courses on the Internet. Students are
assigned electronic mail accounts to turn in
projects, retrieve the instructor's critique of
completed work, c heck on their grades, or
participate in discussion groups with class
peers.
One significant benefit to this electronic classroom is that it gives students continuous accessibility to classmates or faculty.
"There are no office hour headaches, so a
lot of students feel they get more feedback," Williams said. "A lot of students w ho
would never h ave set foot in an office are
more likely to reach out."
Williams acknowledges a risk that the
technology could go beyond replacing just
geographic or tin1e barriers and become a
substitute for classroom activities that fac ulty know are still ve ry important. "We don't
want to eliminate the human interaction,"
he said. "Th e challenge is going to be finding the right balance that allows us to use
technology's full potential but not lose the
human element."
It is a dilemma significantly different
from the obstacles faculty faced in the past
when, as Williams recalls, "We used to have
students w ho couldn't point and click."
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President invites university
community to share the power
citerating his ··operation
Fresh Start" for Illinois State University,
President David A. Strand called for
in1proved cooperation, collaboration,
and trust on campus in his first State
of the University address delivered in October.
Strand asked faculty, staff
and students to share in the
"power of inclusion,"
because it has been
shown to demonstrate "the dynam•
ic renaissance
generated by
sharing power and by tapping the minds of
the faculty, staff and students."
In delivering his first State of the
University address since his appointment as
president in August, Strand said the philosophical context for his presidential style
can be described by the Abraham Lincoln
quote, "A house divided against itself cannot stand." To maintain a unified "house,"
Strand said the University community must
rededicate itself to the system of shared
governance, to teamwork and mutual
respect, to customer service, and to recognition and respect for the traditions of the
institution.
Strand pointed out that higher education is delivered very differently than a few
years ago, and instmctional technology is
providing new opportunities and challenges. Federal and state government
changes in the funding of higher education
also have presented new challenges, as
have political and economic changes on
the international scene. In that context,
Strand discussed 18 major initiatives that
will build on Illinois State's institutional
position and attributes.
He noted the historically significant
establishment of a separate governing
board for Illinois State and the naming of a
Board ofTmstees; the University enh ancement project, including a new performing
arts center, parking ramp, and infrastructure work in the residence halls; the
Assessment Committee repo11 last spring

R

Author Rona Jaffe, left, congratulates Illinois State University graduate student Susan Swartwout, one of
seven winners nationwide of a Rona
Jaffe Foundation Writers' Award.

Doctoral candidate wins writing award
usan Swartwout, an Illinois State
University doctoral candidate in English,
is one of seven winners nationwide of the
inaugural Rona Jaffe Foundation Writers'
Award. Winners received awards ofup to
$7,500.
Swartwout, a poet, fiction writer, and
essayist who lives in Normal, received her
grant at a private awards ceremony in New
York. The grant will replace employment
income, enabling her to do research for
and write a book of poems.
Swartwout's work has appeared in
numerous publications, including The
Beloit PoetryJournal, The Nebraska
Review, Mississippi Review, Rhino, and
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other anthologies. Her previous honors
include the Ola de Etta Dillinger Good
Award for Poetry, a Rhino first prize for
poetry, a Howard Wilson first prize for nonfiction, the Davenport Prize for fiction, and
a residency at Hedgebrook Writers' Colony.
Named for Rona Jaffe, author of 14
books, including The Best of Everything,
Class Reunion, and, most recently, The
Cousins, the award is the only national literary recognition program exclusively for
women writers. The award is to be made
annually.

Alumni return for summer internships

-

hree of the five participants in the
1995 High School Counselor
Internship Program in the Financial Aid
Office this past summer were Illinois State
University graduates.
Alumni participants were Patrick
Coughlin '81, M.S. '88, Washington
(Illinois) High School: Jennifer (Wiebenga)
Hamilton '91, Gridley (Illinois) High School;
and Scott Horsch, M.S. '93, Gibson
City/Melvin/Sibley (Illinois) High School.
Five counselors were selected from
more than 60 applicants to paiticipate in

T

the four-week progrnm. Training for the
program participants was provided by
numerous departments on campus, including Financial Aid Office, College of Arts and
Sciences, College of Education, College of
Business, Career Services Center, Student
Health Services, University Registration
Office, Student Judicial Office, College of
Fine Arts, Student Support Services, and
Admissions.

Issued only in 1996

$20 each
Designed by
Professor Emeritus
Fred V Mills, former chairperson
of the Department of Art at Illinois
State University
Produced by The Charleston Mint of
North Carolina, official producer of
collectible orname n ts for the 1996
Summer Olympics

-

The design of t his exquisite,
gold-colored ornament incorporates
three Illinois State University icons:
the lone remaining arched, beveled
glass window in Fell Hall; a tree in
recognition of fo under Jesse Fell's
desire for a variety of species on camp u s; and th e Fell Gat es, primary
e n trance to the campus Quad.
Quantities of this official commemorative ornament are limited , so
place your order today by contacting
Janet M. Floyd at
Illinois State University
Division of Institutional Advancement
Campus Box 3200
Normal, IL 61790-3200
(309) 438-7681
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and its recommendations; and instructional
technology initiatives and the challenges
they present, such as improved planning,
resource allocation, and in-service training.
Strand commented on the University
Studies program, calling it one of the
University's "most impo1tant recent curricular initiatives;" continued attentiveness to
student enrollment and retention as well
as to enl1anced diversity among faculty, staff, and students; the c ritical need to deal with the
University's infrastmcture problems of
aging buildings
and equipment; and continued attention to
the concepts driving the priorities, quality,
and productivity (PQP) exercise of the
Board of Higher Education.
Many noteworthy accomplishments
took place during 1995, Strand said, despite
the turmoil of the spring and summer. He
acknowledged the 10-year accreditation of
Illinois State by the North Central
Association; the approval of and funding
for a Bachelor of Science degree in
telecommunications; beginning of constmction of the new science laboratory
building; renovation of the former
Educational Media Center for the
Department of Applied Computer Science;
leadership by the College of Arts and
Sciences, the provost's office, and faculty
members throughout campus in general
education reform; and pioneering of the
first campus Internet web site by the
College of Fine Arts.
He also noted achievements and
accomplishments in numerous academic
departments, including Milner Library's 24hour service during the week, reinstitution
of Founders Day, establishment of the
Connections program to help first-year students in their transition tO college, NCAA
certification, and the Nite Ride bus service.

$300,000 Beckman grant to be used
for new science building equipment
he first major equipment purchases for
the new science laboratory building at
Illinois State University will be funded
with a three-year, $300,000 grant from
the Arnold and Mabel Beckman Foundation
of Irvine, California, according to Judith
Riggs, vice president for Institutional
Advancement.
The funds are intended for the purchase of scientific instrumentation to suppo11 laboratory programs in biological sciences and chemistry, according to Riggs
and Alan Nagy, director of Development at
Illinois State.
Roger Laramee, director of major gifts,
l\!lichael Kun, Chemistry Department chairperson, and Carleton Phillips, Biological
Sciences Department chairperson, worked
together with Beckman Foundation officials
to make the proposal a reality.
The Beckman Foundation is known
throughout the world for generous contributions to a broad range of scientific and
educational institutions. Usually such contributions are to research universities. The
Beckman Foundation considered the
Illinois State proposal only because of
Arnold Beckman's special relationship with
Illinois State and University High School.
Beckman, founder and chairperson
emeritus of Beckman Instruments, Inc., in
Fullerton, California, attended U-High 80

T

years ago. The close relationship of
University High School and its students
with Illinois State's science fac ulty, which
Beckman experienced as a U-High student,
continues to this day and will be enhanced
as a result of his fmancial support.
The recipient of an honora1y Doctor of
Humane Letters degree from Illinois State in
1990, Beckman is recognized worklwide as
a scientist, inventor, educato r, philanthropist, and business and civic leader.
According to the Beckman Foundation
agreement, the funds are to be used for the
purchase of several pieces of sophisticated
equipment, including a DNA sequencer, a
protein sequencer, an ultracentrifuge, and a
mass spectromete r. The funds w ill be disbursed during the three-year p e1iod.
Construction of the science laboratOI)'
building has proceeded steadily since the
excavation began about a year ago, with
progress apparent every clay. As of midDecember, however, the Illinois General
Assembly had not yet released the $6 million in equipment funds earmarked for the
building, which increases the significance
of the Beckman grant.

Athletics Department, Redbird Arena identity programs receive face-lift
he rosters regularly change, as do
coaching strategics, but some things
remain constant for lUinois State
Athletics,such as the infamous 1-74 rivalry
w ith Bradley University and the charm of
Reggie Redbird skipping across the floor or
tousling the hair of the littlest fans at
Redbird Arena.
These traditions gained new significance this year when Illinois State Athletics
took advantage of the capacity crowd at
the January 20 Illinois State-Bradley men's
basketball game to unveil a new identity
program for Athletics.
The identity includes a portfolio of
new graphics, including a primary Athletics
logo that depicts a more determined and
competitive Redbird in1age. Also new is an
enhanced graphic package for Reggie

T

Redbird the mascot, a Redbird Arena logo,
standardized Illinois State and Redbirds
logotyp es, and a communications package
for Athletics administration and sports.
Jen-y Abner 7 5, M.S. '92, director of
University Licensing, worked closely w ith
the rest of the University Communications
staff and w ith Athletic Director Rick
Greenspan and his staff to oversee the
development of the new identity program.
The project began with a study done
through lnstinitional Advancement that

involved inte rviews with Redbird
Education and Scholarship Funds board
members, vendors, retailers, Athletics staff,
coaches, and student focus groups.
"They told us Athletics had evolved in
a variety of directions and die! not have a
real clear identity," Abner said. The interviews also revealed that "the Reggie
Redbird mascot is a treasured icon."
To augment the information from the
interviews, the identity team conducted a
review of past Illinois State symbols, the

bird-like symbols of other universities, and
recent new university athletic symbols.
The design selected for the new primary Athletics logo was submitted by JanSport
Company. The favored designs for the new
Reggie Redbird logos and the new Redbird
Arena logo were c reated by University
Communications/Publications designers.
Both the new Athletics logo and the
Reggie Redbird logo come in head-only and
full-body versions. This package of symbols
provides much-needed flexibility for the
promotion of Illinois State Athletics, especially with respect to consumer p roducts
for w hich the University receives royalties.
Look for the advertisement in this
issue of Alumni Today for products
imprinted with the new logos.
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Founders Day commemorates institution's success and honors board, faculty, staff
By Susan Marquardt Blystone '84

alk through the bustling campus of
IUinois State University and it is difficult to envision the institution in its early
days, when the entire student body attended classes that were held in just one building situated on land surrounded by open
fields.
From those first textbook lessons
taught 139 years ago in Old Main to the
technology learned in sophisticated laboratories that are now scattered across the
campus, Illinois State has remained committed to the central mission of expanding the
ho1izons of knowledge and culture among
students and the general citizenry through
teaching and research.
To commemorate the institution's success in building on its heritage to fulfill and perpetuate
this lofty goal, the Illinois
State campus community
came together for a Founders
Day celebration February 13.
Set aside as a day to
honor the University's forefathers as well as those whose
scholarly work and leadership skills continue to make
the institution prosper. this
year's Founders Day included
a historical video and the presentation of numerous accolades by President David A.
Strand.
The video presentation,
Go Fort/J to Danger, chronicled the Civil War years and
their impact on the
University. The national conflict came as the young institution was
still strnggling to build not only academic programs, but the classrooms in
which to teach them. Effects of the war
were evident across campus, from
increased financial restraints to enrollment declincs. Male students felt compelled to serve their country on the battlefield, and the women were easily
persuaded to postpone completing their
studies, enticed by offers of teaching
positions that were in great supply.
Even the principal of the University,
Charles Hovey, was drawn from his
duties on campus by the war. He was
commissioned a colonel by President
Abraham Lincoln and organized the
Schoolmaster's Regiment, which was
known as the Illinois 33rd Infantry.
Hovey's commitment to the war effort
resulted in his decision in 1862 to resign
from the plincipal's position at what
was then Illinois State Normal University
and instead lead the regiment that forever linked the
institution to one of the most
significant historical events
in the nation's history.
Today's leaders were
also recognized at Founders
Day activities, as President
Strand introduced members
of the Board of Trnstees,
Outstanding University
Teachers, Outstanding
University Researchers, and
Distinguished Professors.
Recognized as
Outstanding University
Teachers were Ronald
Strickland and Kathleen
McKinney. Strickland is an
associate professor in the English
Department. His areas of specialty are early
modern England, cultural studies, and theory and pedagogy. McKinney, a professor in
t11e Department of Sociology and
Anthropology, has established a record of
teaching excellence. She has been the
recipient in past years of numerous teaching awards both at IUinois State and other
institutions.
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Recognized as Outstanding University
Researchers were James Butler, Richard
Payne, and John Pryor. Butler, professor of
art, began a study in 1990 of the influence
of the Mississippi River on the land and residents of the nation's heartland. Butler is
documenting the river's power in a series
of panoramic paintings depicting significant historical, cultural, environmental, and
social events that occurred along or near
the Mississippi. The paintings will be exhibited in the spring of 1998 in Peoria, New
York, Mitmeapolis-St. Paul, St. Louis, and
New Orleans.
Payne, professor of political science,
has moved from his earlier scholarly work
in international law to focusing on the linkage between domestic values and problems

and foreign p olicy. He is the author of five
books, including the critically acclaimed

T/Je Clas/J with Distant Cultures: Values,
Interests, and Force in American Foreign
Policy. Payne is working on another book,
Beyond Race, which examines the ideological and social foundations of the concept
of race.
Pryor, professor of psychology, has
focused since the mid-l 980s on research
regarding the l-DV epidemic and sexual
harassment. His investigations of HIV stigma Jed him to research HIV prevention and
resulted in five years of work with the
National Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention to promote HIV education in
Illinois' postsecondary educational institutions. Pryor assisted in developing a
statewide consortium of 56 colleges and
universities to exchange ideas about HIV
education on campus. He also helped

A highlight of Founders Day was the showing of the video Go Forth to
Dtmger, which chronicled the Civil War's impact on the fledgling Illinois State
Normal University. Among the institution's first war casualties was Joseph
Howell, lower left, who was fatally shot off his horse at the battle of Fort
Donelson on February 15, 1862. Howell-one of the first six students to
enroll in 1857 and generally conceded to be the most brilliant student in his class- was a member of the faculty before enlisting in the Union army. Charles E. Hovey, upper left, principal of
the new university from its founding in 1857 until he entered the army in 1862, was promoted
from colonel to brevet major general for distinguished conduct under fire at the battle of Bayou
Cache in July 1862. While leading elements of the Illinois 33rd Volunteer Infantry against 500
attacking Confederate soldiers, he was hit in the chest with buckshot. After examining his wound,
he told his men, " It is nothing but a flesh wound... l am not hurt," and threw himself back into
the battle. His sword,pictnred above, was given to the University after his death in 1897 by his
widow, Harriette. Faculty member Henry H. Pope, center riglJt, saw early service as a captain
with Hovey in the 33rd Volunteer Infantry, eventually rising to the rank of colonel.

design imd evaluate peer education programs for college students and conducted
research with the U.S. Department of
Defense on sexual harassment to formulate
a theory for predicting se».1.1ally harassing
behavior.
Two faculty received the honor of
Distinguished Professor, Lucia Getsi of the
English Department and Brian Wilkinson of
Biological Sciences. Recognized for her liternry rr-.mslation talents, Getsi studied multiple languages, philosophy, and theory as
groundwork for her study of poetics. A
Fulbright scholar who joined Illinois State
22 years ago, Getsi has taught more than 25
courses in several areas and has developed
her classes in literature or creative writing
into laboratories of experimentation. Getsi
has received numerous grants and accolades, including the 1995 Govemor's
Award for the Arts and the 1994 Illinois
Author oft11e Year honor from the Illinois
Association of Teachers of English.
Wilkinson has spent his professional career studying a highly medically significant bacterium called
StajJhy/ococcus aureus. Using microbial
biochemistry and physiology to study
t11e cell's surface, Wilkinson's research
has provided major insights into the
mechanism of resistance to phagocytosis in encapsulated bacte1ia.
Phagocytosis is when a cell engulfs ,md
absorbs waste material, harmful
micromganisms or other foreign bodies
in the bloodstream
and tissues.
Wilkinson's work
has increased
understanding of
the resistance to
penicillin and othcr
antibiotics in
methicillin-resistant
S. aureus. His
research has resulted in the first gene
to be d oned and
sequenced at
Jllinois State, a feat
accomplished with
his Illinois State colleague R. K.
Jayaswal.
Other award
recipients included
Julia Visor, who
was presented the Strand Diversity
Achievement Award that recognizes
unusually significant and meritorious
achievement by a faculty or staff member in heightening sensitivity to diversity in the University. Visor is associate
director of the University Center for
Leaming Assistance and an assistant pr<>·
fessor in the English Department. The
honor was established by Strand before
he assumed the presidency.
Christ Schwelle, director of Bone
Student Center/Braden Auditorium, was
named the Neal R. C,amsky Award recipient. The award, which is named after a
former vice p resident, recognizes a staff
member in the Office of Student Affairs
who has made outstanding contributions to the quality of life for students at
Illinois State.
Administrative/ Professional Award
recipients were Linda Sorrells and
Carolyn Bartlett. Civil Service Merit
Award w inners recognized were Julie
Jenson, Wendy Keller, Mary Kentzler,
Susan Pope, Mae Segabiano, Mary
Shadowens, Georgia Singley, Robyn Turley,
Margaret Villanueva, and Tony Witte.

Nite Ride a hit with
evening travelers
One of the newest and most appreciated services for students on the 11linois State
University campus this year has been Nite
Ride, which provides safe transportation
throughout the campus for students and
other evening travelers.
The program features two
Bloomington-Normal Public Transit System
(BNPfS) buses running between seven
campus stops every half hour from 7 p.m.
to I a.m. every day. Funded by student
fees, the new program was expanded
from the program called Safe Ride that
operated on campus for several years with
cars and a van.
Nite Ride allows students to travel
throughout campus, with a simple wave of
the hand bringing the bus to a stop. The
ride is free for students with their identification. Those who are not students or aren't
carrying their student identification pay
only 50¢.
Late nights at the library, visits with
fiiends on the opposite side of campus, and
nighttime events at Bone Student Center
or Redbird Arena are conveniently available
to students thanks to the popular new bus
service. A specially equipped van is also
available to serve persons with disabilities.
During the fall semester more than
20,000 rides were taken by students on
Nite Ride. The number on some nights was
more than 400 student 1iclers. That total far
smvasses the previous full academic year's
Safe Ride program, which had just 14,000
passengers in 1994-95. BNPl'S official Gary
Gwin noted that even nonstuclent use of
the nighttime transportation was above
expectations for the first half of the academic year.
Jennifer Cowsert '95 of Elizabeth, assistant director of Alumni Services and the
1994-95 snident body president, helped
make Nite Ride a reality. Her work on the
project began almost the first clay of her
presidency. She led the effort that required
surveys of other universiEies' transportation
programs and meetings with university
administrators, Town of Nonna! officials,
and BNPTS officials.
"It's nice to see the hard work pay off
in a successful program that benefits students and that students are using the Nite
Ride program," Cowsert said.

ALUMNI

Alumni Services invites you to participate in an exciting new program for
students and alumni. The Alumni Career Network is a personal career-networking program that connects alumni and students with other alumni who can
help them advance their careers, explore job opportunities, and research community relocation.
The network was developed in response to a growing need for and inter••
est
in
career services programs. A survey of young alumni done in the summer
••
••
••
of 1995 showed that 84 percent would like to see the University provide
••••••••••
career services programs. In addition, the Cniversity recognizes the fact that
the job searching process of the '90s is dramatically different from that of previous decades. One of the best and most effective
ways of penetrating the job marke t is through networking with professionals who are employed in the career field in which the job
seeker is interested.
One of the most critical factors in developing this program is the support of alunmi who are willing to be volunteers and share
their knowledge and expertise. We invite all alumni in eve1)' career field and evet)' geographic location to volunteer to be a contact
for other alumni or students. You can choose your level of involvement, which can ,,mgc from talking with alwnni or students on
the phone to giving an informal interview to letting someone shadow you on the job. Your experience and knowledge of your field
are invaluable to someone w ho is just staiting out, switching fields, or returning to the job market. In addition, if you cannot help,
you may know of someone else to refer them to.
To become an Alumni Career Network alunmi volunteer, complete the application and return it to Illinois State University,
Alumni Services, Campus Box 3100, Normal, IL 6 1790-3100, or call (800) 366-4478, and more information will be sent to you. You
can also request inforn1ation through E-mail at isualum@ilstu.edu.
The Alumni Career Network can be utilized by those seeking career assistance after May 1996 by calling (800) 366-4478 for an
application. On the application you can specify what career field and geographic location interest you. Alunmi Services, Counseling
and Career Services, and the University make no guarantee to any individual using the network other than to provide resource users
with information about alunmi as provided by the applicant as well as the best matches possible based on career and geographic
information.

CAREER

==·~·······

Illinois State University
Alumni Career Network
Alumni Volunteer Application
Personal information
Name
Home mailing address
City

State

Zip

Home telephone (
Social Security number (for data entry purposes)

Education
Graduation year(s)

Major(s)

Professional information
Job title
Department or unit
Job description
Company
Business mailing address
City

State

On-campus event

Business telephone (

Career Searching on the Internet

Business fax and/or E-mail (

Zip

Sat,urday, April 20
10 a.m.-12:30 p.m.

Comments/Other information

PrairieRoom,

-

Bone Student Center
Normal
Join a discussion with the
authors of the' soon-to-be published
book The Gttide to Jnteriiet Job
Searching. Frances Roehm of
Bloomington and coauthor Steve
Qserrnan of Skokie will show you
how to navigate the,net,and locate
web sites ,i.11 this 2 1/2-hour seminar.
You will leam bow to use on'- ·
line resources in job searches'on the
Internet and become familiar with
resourc<;'.S provided ◊11 campus. The
authors will surf the net, answer ,
audience questions, and even auto.
graph their hook:
Tbe cost of the session is $2Hor
.alumni, who will have the optibn of;
P,urchasing t~e,b09k at !he advance :
pur<;hase distoun{price,of $10:95_,
. Sharethis '.iiuormatioifwith ~
friend ot ~olleat11.1e: For more infoi0

'madon, contact Alumni Se,i:vkes,at
(800) 366-4478 or'(3!)9) 438-2586.
-

¥

·_ ,

"r.r,,)
••

•

.

,,

-.: ...

'.<

,~v-,

0

0

0

I prefer to be contacted at
home
work
either
How many times a year do you wish to be used as a contact? _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _
Please check all that apply (additional information will be sent to you).
In addition to serving as an Alumni Career Network volunteer, I am willing to assist Illinois State University by
_ _ providing an internship/co-op site for a student
_ _ hosting a student for a one- to three-day job-shadowing experience through the Extern Program
_ _ sending a representative of my company to recruit graduates
Retum application to
Illinois State University
Alumni Services
Alumni Career Network
Campus Box 3100
Normal, IL 61790-3100

Thank you for your interest in and support ofIllinois State University.
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SPORTS WRAP
Department lands
two major women's events

New football coach co~siders balance key to "edbird _success
Todd Berry, who spent the last'four
· onship, played in the postseason, and/or
Tuts.a, and Johnny Majors at Tennessee.
years as th_e offensive coordinator with
was ranke_d nationally in passing offense.
.Berry spent a
days in
East Carolina
·
. ·-- _
Also atlept at eoa~hBloon\ ington-Normal after tj,e .
University's sueing the running
·
announcerpent of h_is,hiring before
• • heading .back to Greenville, /:'forµ;.
cessful football
game; he tu~orcd
program, is the
]unior Smith,, .the
· Carolir,ia, assist East Carolina in its
new head,football
first player in East
.preparations for tl1eL,iberty !3owl.
coach at Tllioois
Carqljirnh.,istory to
"We wanted Todd to..coach in that
State University.
rush for 1,000 yards
. game e\ eb though he was willing to
"Todd rose .
in three con~ecmivc
bypass the opporturiity,'.' Greenspan
above a large field
seasons. -Smith comsaid. "He worked hard to reach that goal
that formed as a
pieced bis eligibility
and his appearance there could verv well
result of a national
in 1994. ·
·
·benefit Illinois State and his stacur~ as
our head football coach:.'' Greenspa~
searchi" Athletic
Berry describes
Director Rick
bis offense as one
noted that the game came at a time
Greenspan said at
that is "designed to
when recruiting was not.per.mitted by
the time of13erry's
spcead the field a.nd
National Collegiatet\thlctics
selection in
·· create beneficial ,
Association"rules, so it'did not inhibit
December. "F.rom
1;,_atchups. The playBerry's efforts on behalf of Illinois State.
the outset \Ve
ers and fans e11joy it
Whily in. high schooJ Berry was a
-e nunciated our
because of its diversi- ' three-time all-state quarterback at
goals cleady,•We
tV." Be is proud of
Miami High'School in Miami, :
1;;s backgr◊t{nd ·as an
Oklaho'ina, where he was also aU:-state .in
wanted someone
who has a passion
offensive cqach, but · · .,track. Rs went on to play as a quarter. for recruiting, out,
pointed ro balance';is
back at TµJsaJrom 1979 to 1981, when
,standing commun:ici,i.tiori skills, and a
a key for-hi~ Red:birq prograni. · '
,_ he suffered~ eareer-ending l<hee injury; ,
. ef>(1sisteot offensive·ana defe9sive
"J wanpo be aggre$sive iQ all facets r,
Befry began his cbachtpg carepr with '
of the game,"' he said,;'fknow that.you
Gooper 5Ybile an: u_hde-rgcaduace at- ,
. scheme. ·
'"We founJl a coach whogo,5sei§'Se~·aU
wtn _witl)id#ensc f1rst;. a~d' J, af>W-<':.~ial:~
/ l'~Js~ where ho,as,'an._Jfonors student.
of those attiibUtes. T'hat,came 'tbrough
tl}at. ,Mosrd,e,my backgfp\Jncl 1$>-()n th~
· He msweJ:I to Terihessee·as a graduate
in fos'incerview, and. 1t was a .consta~r,' ·
offensive side of the ball, but to be an
assistaiit and tigl:lt ends,coach in 1983
thente we h'eard \;hile talking tp a Ol![lleffective,offensivecoor·
' '
when the Volunteers
byr bf refecences rcgarcling '(oda's ea.rtdinacoryou ha\;e w'
· ..
:t
plliyqtl in the Florida
aidacy. He· is a q uality individual tvho
·undersraJid defense! ·
"'fhty fl?linois-§tatei '
Citrus Bowl.
w:i ll'be'an asset to ouriootball progratn,
ijeyond that I wane our
waniedagoodfoothall ". •
· Berry returned to ·
our campus, and 0tir commuuicy.'1
special teams to be a big ,coach who i.f sharti) arid they· his alma'mater as
Be rry sucoeeds,Jim Heacock,whose
. factor, too: We wanft<>'•
, J~
·
-recejve1s coach in 1984
coricracc was no.t renewed i1ft.er-the 1995 ;, create proplems ior. ouc·
got.t,hat;y;ith'.T._d'ildBerry. ' '
bef9re b~ginning a
season, his.eighth.at the Univers1ry.
oppo~ents on all
Toddand I have been
three-year stint as'
The 35~year-old Berry played a.key
fronts."
,
offensive coordinaior at
role in an East,Carolina program that
This year Berry's .. ,· togetJ;er a)ong lime. He
. Tel)ness'ee-Marcfo
earnea a:i ps to the 1994 and 1995
· offense amassed 4,357'
grew up-in the system here
from l986 to 1.988.
L iberty Bowl games. He said he was
. yards as· Ease Carolina
While th~.,i:e he
favorably impressed by his dealings
compiled '<l regular sea;
qnd h_as been a large partof coached the Pacer
with lllinoi,s State reprcscl)tativcs.
.
son record of 8-3. '1'he
our success here. f see the
offense to a top-five
"I was lb6king foran "overall commit;
Pirates, w:no'scored lka '
· ~·
" '" · · ' *
finish"'in:I;:AA passing
ment by tJ1e people who work in a sup23.2-point-per-game
program at Illinois State
offense; total offense,
port mle," Berry-said. "People make the
clip, averaged 255.6
one with great potential. ff
and scoring offense. In
difference, and that's wha_t .impressyd
passing)'ards' per game
his final season.in the
there 'is,a way for,Jllinois
me hern. We had the same thing at Ease
and 140.5 on the
program, all four
Carolina. We didn't have all the greatground: Quarcerhack
State t6 reach the level they
receivers, the running
est resources, but we had good people,
Marcus Crandell comdesire, Todd Berry will get it back, and the quarterand that made it possible for us ro get
pieced 52.6 percenc ·of
back.signed professionthe job done, in recruiting.
his passes for 18 couchdone,"
al football contracts.
"The recruiting base is good he re,
downs with 12 intcrcep-,
lleriy's father,
tions. Jerris McPhail
Steve Logan, head coach, Rueben, is the forme r
too. I read somewhe re char there are
nine million people living within three
was the team's leading
East carolina University head coach of the
hours of Bloomington-Normal. Our staff
rusher with 910 yards ii1
Saskatchewan
Rough riders of the
will work very hard to build a strong
10 games.
rapport with the high school and junior
The 1994 East Carolina team, which
Canadian Football L eague. The
younger,Berry spent three weeks during
college coaches in.lllinois and the surwas 7-5, scoreq 27.5 points per game
rounding area. We will establish good
with an average of 251.4 yards through
the summer of 1984 assisting his fathe r's
team.
the air and 156.1 on the ground.
worki ng relationships in that area,
because a good in-stare and regional
The new lllinois State coach has
He and his wife, Lisa, are the parents
recruiting base is a must."
worked for some well-known head
of a daughter, Jordan. 9 ..
In each of his 13 years of collegiate
coaches during his climb up the coachcoaching, Berry has been involved'with
ing ladder. H e- was on the sraff of Steve
a team that won a confere nce diampiLogan at East Carolina, John Cooper at
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All-time Redbird football team announced
Herc is the result of voting on the all-time IIJinois State football team. To honor more former Redbirds, and at the request of several former players, the team has been split into NCAA university and college divisions. Illinois State's Athletics-Media Relations staff thank all those
who submitted ballots.
Division I era
Offense

QD-John Coppens ( 1981-84)
RB- Ron Bell (1970-72)
RB-Toby Davis ( 1989-92)
\X'R-Clarence Collins (1980-83)
WR-Jim Fitzpatrick ( 1978-80)
TE- Tim Achterberg (1992-95)
OL-Elbert Beus (1990-93)
01.-Calvin l larper(l 974-75)
OL-Jim Meyer ( 1982-85)
01.-Joe Spivak (1981-83)
OL-Andy Ziebarth (current)
PK-Todd Kurz (current)
Defense

DL-Clint Cullen ( 1990-93)
DL-John Kropke (1984-87)
DL-Anthony Office (1978-81)
DL-Pete Shorts (1984-88)
DL-Scott Underwood (1986-89)

LB- Wilbert Brown (1988-91)
LB- Brian Gam (1983-86)

DB-Jeff George (1978-79)
DB-Estus Hood ( 1973-77)
DB- Mike P1ior ( l981-84)
DB- Reggie Underwood (1972-73)
DB- Edroy Yancey (1981-84)
P-Todd Kuo. (current)
College era
Offense

QB-Wes Bair (1951-54)
Q13-Wayne Meece (1957-59)
Rl3-13rnce Cullen (1968-69)
RB-Bob Riggenbach ( 195 3- 58)
WR-Charles Harrington (1952-53)
WR-Guy Homoly 0965-67)
TE-Ray Morelli (1945, 47-48)
OL- Winfield Bates (1934-35)
OL-Ed Boehm ()968, 70-72)
OL- Hank Guenther ( 1965-68)

OL-Ed Lesnick (1931-37)
01.- Dcnnis Nelson (1965-68)
PK-Dean 13unidgc ()918-50)
Defense

DL-Ron Beales (1948-51)
Dl.-lloward Eades (1919-51)
DL-Jen-y Krieg ( 1967-69)
DL-Walt Laitas (I 940-1 1, 46-47)
DL-Dick Rockenbach (1945- 48)
DL-Whitey Ruzycki (1958-60)
DL-Jim Wiltz (l968-71)
LB-Fred Beilfuss ( 1%7-69)
LB-Larry Lokanc ( 1969-71)
DB-Guy Homoly (1965-67)
DB-Art Newbrough (1964-67)
P- Frank Chiodo (1948-50)
Ties were not broken. When ties in the voting
occurred, all players were listed.

Illinois State's Athletics Department
has landed a pair of major women's sporting events that figure to shine the spotlight
of national prominence on the University.
The 1999 National Collegiate Athletics
Association (NCAA) Women's Basketball
Midwest Regional and the 1996 State
Farn1/NACWAA (National Association of
Collegiate Women's Athletic
Administrators) Volleyball Tournament arc
both slated for Redbird Arena.
The NCAA Women's Basketball
Executive Committee approved Redbird
Arena along with the Greensboro (North
Carolina) Coliseum, Shoemaker Center at
the University of Cincinnati, and the Los
Angeles Spo1ts Arena as 1999 women's
basketball sites.
''This event will bring national recognition to Redbird Arena, to Illinois State
University, and to Central lllinois,"' said
Illinois State Athletic Director Rick
Greenspan. "The popularity of the
women's tournament nationwide has made
some dramatic leaps, and I believe it will
continue to attract more and more fans and
more media attention."
Greenspan credited the aggressive bid
submitted by Illinois State along with the
reputation of Lady Redbird basketball and
its support for helping to land the bid.
Redbird Arena, however, is the keystone, according to Greenspan. The 6 l/ 2year-0ld facility, which seats just over
10,000 for basketball, already has served as
successful host to several state high school
championships, a Missouri Valley
Conference men's basketball tournament,
and first-round NCAA women's basketball
and volleyball events.
"It hasn't taken long for Redbird Arena
to establish its reputation," said Greenspan.
'·But Redbird Arena didn't just happen.
Administrators, athletic directors, students,
donors, and fans made commitments to
huikling an outstanding facility, and I
believe they had this kind of event in mind.
So, in my opinion, this tournament is a
credit to their foresight and commitment to
the future.•·
In J999 four teams will have to win a
first- and a second-round game to advance
to the Midwest Regional. which will be
played March 20 and 22. The winner at
Redbird Arena will advance to the Final
Four in San Jose. California.
The State farm/ NACWAA event, volleyball's answer to college football's Kickoff
Classic, will bring the defending national
champion, the defending runner-up, and
another top I 0-1~111ked team from the 1995
season to Redbird Arena in August. Illinois
State rounds out the four-team field.
"We're p leased to have (the tournament),·· said Associate Athletic Director
Linda Herman '72, M.S. '83. "This is a great
opportunity for our athletic program ..,
IUinois State was one of 20 bidders for
the tournament, and, according to
NACWAA executive director Jane Betts, the
success of the bid hinged in part on the
administrative and fan support of volleyball
at Illinois State.
''Illinois State has the volleyball tradition, the facility, the fan supp01t, and the
program support," saicl Betts. ·'We feel very
good about the tournament being here."
The inaugural State Farm/ NACWAA
Toumament was played in August 1995 at
Lincoln, NebrJska, with the University of
Nebraska serving as the host.
As with last year's event, this year's
tournament is expected to be televised on
national cable by ESPN.
The NCAA Regional and State Farm
NACWAA add to the long list of sporting
events hosted by Redbird Arena and lUinois
State Athletics. Among the others are the
high sc hool state championships in football, volleyball, and women's basketball.
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SPORTS WRAP
Basketball teams each
sign one in November

<)o*

<

Illinois State's men's and women's basketball teams each signed one high school
athlete to a letter of intent in the November
signing period. The men 's team added 6foot-7, 185-pound forward Joe Hein from
Glenbrook North High School in Glcnbrook, while the women inked 5-foot-9
guard Kristy Crowley from Lawson,
Missouri.
"Joe is an outstanding perimeter shooter," said Illinois State head coach Kevin
Stallings. "Like most high school players, he
needs to gain some strength, but I can see
him fitting in very nicely with the way we
play."
Hein has been a two-year starter at
Glenbrook North. Last season he averaged
16 points and six rebounds for a Spartan
team that compiled a 29-2 record and
advanced to the Elite Eight at the Class AA
Illinois State Tournament.
Hein was recruited by Providence,
Villanova, and a number of other Missouri
Valley Conference schools. He settled on
Illinois State based on the team's cohesion.
"Everyone on the team- the coaches
and players-had a real good attitude,"
Hein said. "The team is extremely close,
like a family. They are all friends. It reminded me of the feeling I had with our team at
Glenbrook North last year, and that was
one of the best years of my life. TI1e other
thing I liked was how young the team was.
It seems like they have a very promising
fumre.
"Once I visited Illinois State I knew
that was w here I wanted to go. Illinois
State started recruiting me last year, and
that meant a lot to me. That gave me a lot
of confidence going into this summer.
Some of the other schools didn't really
start recruiting me until after the Morris
Shoot-out."
Crowley, a second-team all-state player
from a team ranked as high as No. 4 in the
state last year, is the first to sign w ith the
Redbirds this fall. She will be playing her
fourth year of varsity basketball this season
for coach Ed Hessel, whose teams are a
combined 66-15 in the past three seasons.
"It's a great choice for Kristy," said
Hessel. "She's comfortable with it, so I'm
comfortable with it, because I have a lot
of confidence in her as a player and as a
person."
Crowley averaged 21.2 points, 5.3
rebounds, and 4.5 assists for Lawson last
season. She also shows her skills in softball
(a fall sport in Missouri), hitting .418 last
season as an all-district selection playing for
a team that finished second in the state.
She also was No. 2 in d1e state in the
800 meter nm and No. 3 in the 1600 meter
nm in track as a sophomore. She has won
d1ree straight conference and district titles
in the 800 and 1600 meters. Redbird coach
Jill Hutchison likes Crowley's athletic ability and potential.
"She is a versatile athlete,'' said
Hutchison. "We think she will develop into
an excellent player for us because she combines that athletic ability with a tremendous heart. Kristy is a competitor."
Crowley claims she selected Illinois
State because of its coaching staff and players.
"I have great respect for all of the
coaches and the p layers," said Crowley,
who comes from a family of athletes. "My
visit was great. TI1e players made me feel
really comfortable. Jill really knows the
game, and she's a person who is very concerned about her players, not just as players but especially as people."
An honor roll snident in high school,
Crowley plans to major in physical education and hopes to become a coach. She
chose Illinois State after considering several
other Division I schools, including one Big
Eight school.
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Men's golf:
Cushing leads balanced attack
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Junior Mike Cushing, who is currently
ranked among the top 10 in NCAA District
V, led a balanced Redbird attack in the fall
season.
Cushing's stroke average of 73.8 landed him in the top five of three tournaments. Kyle Ritter and Scott Petty clain1ed
the team lead four rounds in the 70s with
13 and Rick Percy solidified a strong top
four.
The Redbirds fmished second in their
own D. A. Weibring Intercollegiate, defeating two Big Eight and one Big Ten team
along the way, and fired a final round of
two under par to win the Northern Iowa
Classic.

Women's golf:
Appleton records ace
Senior Vicki Appleton paced Illinois
State's fall with six rounds in the 70s and a
hole in one. The Peterboro, Ontario, native
finished the fall season with a stroke average of 80.6 and fired her ace at Michigan
State's Spartan Invitational.
Jen Broggie capped off the fall with a
third-place finish at Wichita State's
Sunflower Invitational as Julie Orrison
paced the team to a fourth-place finish by
tying for sixth individually at Ohio State.

Fall sports wrap-up
Football:
Slow start, fast finish
A disappointing beginning gave way to
an impressive finish as Illinois State concluded the 1995 season with a 5-6 record.
After a 2-6 start, the Redbirds caught
fire in knocking down No. 11 Northern
Iowa, No. 13 Indiana State, and defending
national champion Youngstown State in
the last three games.
The postsea5on honors and impressive
statistics were numerable.
Todd Kurz emerged as perhaps the top
all-around kicker in Division I-AA. He
ranked second nationally with I. 7 field
goals per game and seventh w ith a punting
average of 41.0.
Kurz broke his own school record
with I 9 field goals and had a whopping five
punts dow ned at the opponents' one-yard
line during the season.
A total of 12 Redbirds earned first- or
second-team All-Gateway Conference mention led by defensive tackle Eric Johnson,
kicker Kurz, defensive back Bill Randles,
offensive tackle Willie Ross, and linebacker
Chris Stevens, all of whom snared first-team
honors.

Volleyball:
Another 20-win season
A fourth straight 20-win season and the
host position for the first State Farm
Missouri Valley Conference Tournament to
be held at a predetermined site were just
some of the successes of the 1995 Illinois
State volleyball team.
Illinois State's 21-13 record included
14-6 in the Missouri Valley, good for third
in the regular season standings. TI1e team
lost in the semifinals of the league's postseason tournament.
Nine oflllinois State's 13 losses came
against teams that later qualified for postseason play. The Redbirds scored a decisive
15-2, 15-3, 15-5 wit1 over National
Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) participant Hofstra.
Julie Morgan's ninth Redbird team was
led by first-team All-Missouri Conference

choice Andi Hardwick The hard-hitting
junior middle from Normal pounded opponents for a .303 kill percentage, including
d1fee of the nine single-match bests in
school history.
'Ibe crowd support remained constant
as lllinois State now enjoys a streak of 33
consecutive matches with at least 1,000
fans in attendance. With an average of
more than 2,000 per match, the Redbirds
ranked No. 6 in NCAA Division I volleyball
attendance.

Men's tennis:
Edmunds strong at Rolex
Bryan Edmunds knocked off players
from Oklahoma and Tulsa during play in
the Rolex Regional at Wichita, Kansas. His
run through the tournament ended in the
third round with a loss to Indiana State's
John James.
Edmunds' fall season, which also
included a win over Purdue's No. 1 player,
could lead to a regional ranking in the
spring.
Michael Miller also notched a w in at
the Rolex with a 6-3, 6-3 triumph over
Oklahoma's James Rush.
Edmunds and Miller teamed up to post
an 84 doubles mark.

Men's cross-country:
Frosh Bailey shines
First-year student Chris Bailey ran like
an upperclass athlete. By finishing second
in the Missouri Valley Conference (MVC)
meet, he became the first first-year student
in school history to not only finish among
the l\-lVC's top five but to capture all-district
honors when he finished 24th at the NCAA
District V meet.
Illinois State weathered a rebuilding
year with a team completely composed of
first-year students and sophomores.

Women's tennis:
Sparlin records a first
Stacy Sparlin became the first Redbird
ever to win in a main draw match at the
Rolex Regional. She defeated Northern
Illinois' Yvana Nikolic 6-3, 6-2 in first-round
play.
Sparlin, who played at the No. 1 position, also captured the singles crown at
Michigan State as did No. 2 player Naoko
Moore.
The Redbirds, who stormed to victoI)'
in their own fall invitational, won a total of
seven singles titles in d1e fall. Sparlin and
first-year student Kress Shores each had
two.

Women's cross-country:
Daggett wins NCAA district meet
Led by junior Sue Daggett's individual
title, Illinois State's women's cross-country
team roared to a fifth-place finish in the
NCAA District V meet at Stillwater,
Oklahoma.
Seniors Heather Murphy and Brittany
Johnson also earned all-district honors after
finishing 15th and 18th, respectively.
Daggett's victory, the first district title
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ALUMNI NEWS
Scholarship established
to honor 1923 graduate
A scholarship fund has been established to honor Dora L. Munson '23 and
assist students in the Department of Family
and Consumer Sciences (formerly
Department of Home Ecomomics).
Anonymous donors created a trnst of
$500,000 to
benefit majors in
Family and
Consumer
Sciences who
meet the qualifications of character, leadership, and a
commitment to
a career in education.
Dora L. Munson '23
The munber and value of scholarships awarded each
year will depend on the available income
from the fund and the number of qualified
candidates.
Munson was a popular, longtime home
economics teacher in the Bloomington
school system. The 1941 Bloomington High
School yearbook, The Aegis, was dedicated
to her in recognition of her having "given
cheerfully and efficiently of her time and
exceptional ability to the service of the
school and community." Munson died in
1990 at the age of 92.

Dozen top achievers
inducted into Hall of Fame
Illinois State University's College of
Education recognized its top-achieving
alumni with induction into the newly established College of Education Hall of Fame in
a Homecoming '95 ceremony.
The College Alumni Advisory Council
recommended the recognition for alumni
who have demonstrated excellence and
leadership in education, extraordinary governmental service, educational innovation,
and scholarship and productivity contributing to the field of education.
Hall of Fame inductees:
• Catherine Batsche, associate dean of
the Florida Mental Health Institute,
received her Ph.D. in educational
administration in 1980.
• Craig S. Bazzani, vice president for
business and finance and comptroller
for the University of lllinois at
Champaign-Urbana, received his B.S. in
Ed. in social sciences in 1968, M.S. in
educational administration in 1969,
and Ed.D. in educational administration in 1971.
• Robert P. Bowman, associate professor
in the Department of Educational
P~-ycho logy at the University of South
Carolina, Columbia, received an M.S.
in guidance and cotmseli.ng in 1977.
• John A. Dossey of Eureka,
Distinguished Professor in the
Department of Mathematics at Illinois
State University, received his B.S. in
mathematics education in 1965 and
M.S. in mathematics in 1968.
• Lynn (Sojka) Gaddis of Armington,
sixth grade teacher for Unit 5 schools
in Normal and 1995 Illinois Teacher of
the Year, received her B.S. in English
in 1971 and M.S. in c urric ulum and
instruction in 1992.
• Gene Hoffman of Oak Brook, president
of Hoffman-McPike and Associates,
Ltd., and a former education legislator
and teacher, received his B.S. in business education in 1954.
• Mary Ann Louderback of Springfield, a
member of the Illinois Educational
Labor Relations Board, received her
B.S. in English education in 1965, M.S.
in educational administration in 1980,
M.S. in English in 1968, and Ph.D. in
educational administration in I 983.
• Jerry Moskus, president of Lane
Community College in Eugene,

Oregon, received his B.S. in English
education in 1965, M.S. in English in
I 968, and Ph .D. in educational adr,1inistration in 1983.
• George A. Prnitt, president of Thomas
Edison State College in Trenton, New
Jersey, received his B.S. in biology in
1968 and M.S. in guidance and counseling in 1970.
• Patrick J. Schloss, assistant vice president for graduate studies and research
at Bloomsburg University in
Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania, received
his B.S. in special education in 1974
and M.S. in counseling in 1976.
• Walter Warfield of Springfield, executive director of the Illinois Association
of School Administrators, received his
Ph.D. in educational administration in
1978.
• Sermask Wisalaporn, professor of educational administration at
Srinakharinwirot University in
Bangkok, Thailand, received his Ph.D.
in educational administration in 1970.
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Career workshops set
on campus, in Chicago
Workshops for alumni seeking assistance with job or career changes will be
offered again by Alumni Services and
Counseling and Career Services. Three
workshops are planned, beginning in late
spring. One will be held on campus, with
the Chicago West and Downtown/North
Shore Alumni Chapters hosting the other
two in their chapter areas.
A full-day workshop titled "Conducting
a Job Search While Employed" is being
planned for Saturday, June 1, in Bone
Student Center on campus. Alumni will
have the opportunity to evaluate their interests and values and determine career areas
that fit their criteria.
The Chicago West workshop is
planned for the evening of Tuesday, May
21. Discussion will focus on resources available for a job search, including the Internet,
networking, the Alumni Counseling
Network, and Counseling and Career
Services.
The Downtown/North Shore workshop will be Thursday, June 13, at 7 p .m.
and will be held in conjunction with the
chapter's annual meeting. Topics to be covered include resume preparation, letter
writing, and networking.
For additional information, please contact Alumni Services at (800) 366-4478 or
the lllinois State University Foundation
Chicago office at (312) 251-3503.

Reunion classes
enjoy campus visit
Alumni from the Classes of 1945,
1955, 1970, and 1985 returned to campus
in September for the ir class reunions during Homecoming. Class members enjoyed a
campus tour, visiting with friends and classmates, a reunion brunch, watching the
parade, and the football game. In addition,
the 50-year class participated in special
activities on Sunday, Septembe r 24, including the annual Half Century Club induction
luncheon .
Highlights of the weekend were the
class responses, given by a representative
of each of the reunion classes. Beverly
(Smith) Lindsey '45, Richard Godfrey '55,
M.S. '90, Michael McCuskey '70, and Kevin
Stoelting ·35 spent a few minutes giving
highlights of their days on campus, including admitting knowledge of several campus
prnnks!
Homecoming and reunion activities
arc being planned for October 25-27,
1996. Alumni from the Classes of 1946,
1956, and 1966 will be invited to return for
special activities. In addition, two special
groups will be holding reunion activitiesSmith Hall alumni and Preview participants.
Call Alumni Services at (800) 366-4478 for
additional inforn1ation on any of these.
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Setting the record straight
Confusion reigns over the correct pronunciation and spelling of what we are. In
honor of all of our fonner Latin instructors, here is the record, straight:

• Alumnus, a male graduate • Alumna, a female graduate
• Alumnae (pronounced a-lum-nigh), female gr.iduates
• Alumni (pronounced a-lum-knee), male graduates
(and male and female graduates together in Illinois State usage)
Elizabetb !>'. Gellert
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ALUMNI NEWS
Focus on a celebrity
alumnus: Jim Fitzpatrick '81
On any given day from noon to I p.m.
several of the Alumni Services staff can be
found in the lounge watching the daytime
1V show All My Children. No character
receives more attention than Pierce, played
by Illinois State's own.Jim Fitzpatrick '81.
Jim is no ordinary alumnus in more
than one way. While on campus, as.Jim
says, he "majored in theatre and minored in
football. " As a wide receiver for the
Redbirds from 1977-81,Jim was noted for
catching the ball then nmning into the end
zone and straight into the bleachers, where
he would sit down and throw up his anns
in a victory salute. He subsequently played
prolessional football. Last year's celebration
of I 00 years of Illinois State football was the
perfect Homecoming opportunity for Jin1.
He was joined by friends from the football
program who gave him a good razzing for
his current career success as Pierce.
Fitzpatrick was pursued by the media
throughout that September weekend: ABClV in Chicago and WJBC and The Daily
Vidette locally. He was very accommodat-

Jim Fitzpatrick '81

ing, giving interviews and making time for
the Vidette repo1ters. He seemed to enjoy
his celebrity status. Who says you can't go
home again-especially when you come
back a star?
Preparing for the parade on Saturday

was great fun. Word had filtered out, and
quite a few fans "happened" to be nearby
when Jim arrived. He was very gracious,
signing autographs and posing for pictures.
In the parade he was definitely a hit.
President David A. Strand pointed out that
board members and local dignitaries didn't
have the same Homecoming welcome, as
no one stopped their cars in the parade for
autographs and kisses!
At the football game Jim was warmly
greeted by members of the media, many of
whom remembered his starring days on the
Illinois State football team. We still hadn't
comprehended the celebrity status of a
soap opera actor, however, until we headed for an on-the-field interview at halftime.
Suddenly we became aware that over our
shoulders a large group of students were
yelling "Pierce!" and stretching over the
bleachers for just a touch of the star.
Celebrity alumni-as do all alumnihave differing situations and personality
styles. But it seems a tribute to Illinois State
that an alumnus such as Jin1 Fitzpatrick,
having achieved career success, chose to
return to his alma mater, where he cheerfully attended every event we requested,

where the students and other alumni welcomed him so warmly, and w here his old
friends and faculty favorites joined him in
his enthusiasm.
Perhaps Jim says it best in this comment about his friendships and ties from his
years at Illinois State: "'[My college friends
and coaches] became family and have continued the relationships through the
years ... It affected us all deeply. I've maintained 30 percent of the friendships I had at
lllinois State- even though we're spread
throughout the country ... It's just special.
It's beyond words."
By Eliza/Jetb S Gellert

Julie G'oodlic/,.~ '81, M..S'. '85

Internet notice
. You can .access infom1ation abou~
Illirtois State University from yoor
home or office on thelnteroet's ·
World Wide Web. Look for your ro.ma .
·
mater at tl;us address:

http://www.ilstu.edu .
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TODAY!

Maiden name

Social Security number

Mailing address

City

State

Zip

State

Zip

Home telephone

Job title

Employer

Join the other graduates who have made a commitment to

Employer's mailing address

strengthening their ties with the Illinois State University Alumni
Association through their memberships in Alumni Plus!
In addition to ensuring you special Alunrni Plus member-only

City

Employer's telephone

benefits, your membership provides the University more oppor-

If you are requesting a joint membership, please provide

tunities to communicate with you and the alumni association
with additional fmancial resources for programs and services.

Spouse

Maiden name

Membership benefits are constantly being evaluated and
in1proved! Recent additions include a one-year free membership
in Transmedia, an organization of more than 4,000 restaurants

Social Security number

Job title

nationwide that provide a 25 percent discount on food and beverage purchases, a special newsletter, and discounted prices for services offered through Counseling and Career Services.

Employer

Employer's mailing address

And, remember, only Alumni Plus members receive discounted prices on events and programs offered by Alumni Services and

City

State

Zip

alumni chapters.
Employer's telephone

Please indicate type of annual membership:

0

Joint $45

0

Single $30

Payment options:

0
0

Check enclosed (payable to Alumni Association)
Charge my V ISA, MasterCard, or Discover (circle one)

Card number

Expiration date

Signature

Please return membership fonn with payment to
lllinois State University • Alumni Services
Campus Box 3100 • Nonna.I, IL61790-3100
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ALUMNI NOTES
Legacy families

the rapist in Galesburg until his death in
1983, and Sally Pople Finch Nelson '6 1.
Sally is a third grade teacher at Raymo nd
Marquith School in East Galesburg and lives
in Galva.
Mark's grandmother is the late Wilma
(Rice) Finch, w ho attended Illinois State
Normal University in 1928. Mark's uncle,
Ronald Fin ch '70, lives in Ro und Rock,
Texas, and is a computer programmer fo r
the state. Ronald's wife, Barb Gones) Finc h
'74, is in merchandising.

lflinois State University legacy families continue to appear! Seueral were on
campus/or Family Weekend last/all and
al1ended a special reception sponsored by
Alumni Seruices a11d Student Alumni
Council.
Foste r-Frink family
The Student Alumni Council-Marian H.
Dean Legacy Scho larship was presented at
the receptio n to Je nny Foster '99, daughter
ofJo hn and Debra (Frink) Foste r '74, and
granddaug hter of Melba Jean (Zeh r) '48,
M.S. '73, and Howard Frink '50.
Applications for the 1996-97 Legacy
Scho larship will be available in the summer
for first-year students w ho have at least o ne
parent w ith a degree from Illinois State. Call
the Student Alumni Council office at (309)
438-2586 for an applicatio n.

Martin family

Dean Joel Ma1tin '47 is a retired industrial arts teacher and guidance counselo r
from Watseka Community High Schoo l. His
wife, Lom1ine Jenkins Ma1tin '47, is a
re tired junior high language arts teacher.
They live in Watseka.
'l11eir daughter, Janet Martin
Sche ina '71, is a fourth grade
teache r at Petersburg/Porta in
Petersburg. Their son , Alan Dean
Martin '73, is a senior vice p resident oflroquois Fcdernl Savings
and Loan. He was married to the
late Jan Hoffmeister, a 1974 graduate. Janet's son, David Patrick
Sche ina, is a junior at Illinois State
and studied in Austria in the fall
semester.

Finch family

Mark Finch is a 1989 graduate. He lives
in Downers Grove and is an adjuster for
Pmdential Insurance. He is the son of the
late Robert E. Finch '61, who was a speech

~

Jenny Foster '99, center, recipient of the Student Alumni Council-Marian H. Dean Legacy
Scholarship, is flanked by her parents, Jolm and Debra (Frink) Foster '74, and grandparents,
Melba Jean (Zehr) '48, M.S. '73, and Howard Frink '50.
Melissa Friel '97 enjoyed
legacy reception activities
during Family Weekend
with her parents, Jim '71
and Pam (Marshall) Friel
'71 of Chathan1.
Joanne Prince '99, center, enjoyed the
legacy reception during Family Weekend
with her parents, Gerrit '74 and Lisa
(Naccarato) Prince '75 of Channahon.

Family Weekend legacy reception
guests Leo Lazaroff '65 and wife
Deborah of Lansing are the parents of Steven, a fi rst-year student at Illinois State.
Dan Kelley "70 of Normal attended the legacy reception during
Fan1ily Weekend with daughter
Kristen '96 and wife Pam.

Can you help us?

,

·

We. are searching for lost alumni. If you 'have in1ormation about any of the following, please write us at
Illinois State University, Alu·mni/Development Information Services, Ci;tmpus BOx.3060, Normal, IL 61.790~3060, or call (309) 438-8027.
E. (Schnelle) Rossie '36 ·

Lois Collier ·66

Ruth (Mooberry)-Sandretto '39

Ralph Collison '66

Archie Simnio,ns '46

Cleva.Converse '66
Marilyn (Epple) Cook '66
John Cord:ulack '66
Martha (Maupin) Cowie.'66
Sandra Cox '66 ~ · · ·

Erva (Calhoon) Williams '46
William Tipler ·50
Eneida (Santizo) Ortega '51

Mary Hu.tfmgton '53 ·
Joanne (Peppard) Cooke '55
Dale Bi:ownewell '56
Cy11tl\ia (H-!rris) Jones '56
Robert Ly,nn '56·
Edward Sd!ggs.'56 ,

Wi.1Jil1.niHarl:ling \57
" , Wallace KeUer!-57
J;t~~P~ll~grirti '~8
"Fraricis"Wethlngton
DoMldHeldr '59 ' .

Willlam Fogal '60 '
' ~ohard Myers '63 ·
William. Noonan '63
James :rreasl). '63
Philip Elsbree '64 ,
Francis Mc<,biey-'64
Harold Wassell '64
Phebean'Fayemi '65
Johi, '.Henderso.n '65
William Riley '65- ' ·
.John Scouifer '65 .
.Larry Stephenson '
l;irane Q::larnMtty·<
Rofiald :Ayfeli '66
' . ) .

,S
. )

.

:()()
n'
r)B

amue · ,deron
B.arbam Calvird '
Daniel Ch,ang
. Jack €lieffer '
is
k-

Susan Cntig·'66 -

Mffery~~k' '66
'_Melissa,Culver.•(l6 1
.Bridget Cum,~rnfo,
· Patrece (Bertrand)
. Marvin
Dav1dsotl./
·
, ..
.. .
, .-v: ... ...;

rent) Dodson'
·(Mo.setic.k) Don
(Dunn) Drinan'
eryl (Granby) Fa@l

an FeitShans ·66

.on~ li'~rnema; 66 ..
ame.fiddm,an· '.66:.
· yn (l:IoUander)

,Frances Hammond '66
Pamela (C:liazza) H,u-cli.ng •66
.Rochelle Harlan '(£>
Sally ~ayo) Hayden '()q
DaJ;Win Haywood '66
argaret (Bertr'am) Heacock ' ·
a_rgo (Nechine.)}Ieller''
lHe11J,1a ' ·. ·

David Manning '66
Marsha Manns '66
Richard Mau '66 ·
Blanche (TT;iynes) _Maxey '66
'Doi:othy (Edwards) McGee '66
Diane (Toliliz) Menozi '66 ,'
Jafquelyn

~e!5<>n)

·4trry Metzger '<xi

Sheila(McCann).Mie
0 91:1ald fr~/llet :69,, . ,
ene Miller '6($ ·
olyri (Cl,l,rrpll).
.. <;Murphy '

e'en MyerS ;
. N,ahrga1)S ~
Judy (Byram) NelSOQ ;
EileeniNolan ,'66
• Grace (Cory) Notth '66
Carol (Gjetl) <J•tonn.or ·
l)ale OWef,ts:'66 . ,·.
Janet (W«gnerJ'Pa.ttarozzi '
Sharon (Cadscin) Paul .
Rich~ Pe;\f-SOn:''66 ·
.Ell.en (Rems '
Jan Peters<'.>

Beverlee (Keltner) Short. '66
franklin Simmons '66
Susan Skamikat '66

Bonnie (Bayer) Slater '66
Nancy (Garrison) Sltjsarczyk ?66
Kala (Reynolds) Smith '66 . ·
Kala Smith •66 ,
Lucinda (Bishop)Smith'(%
olyn (Pear~n, S~tfy '
nalctSnyder··66 • •. .' '
a{{ (Beai'~)'Ste_pl1ensdn ' .
im Stout,'q(>,. ,
aria Sttlll:1$Cnback'66 ,
aron·su1Uv.ai-i"66 . . .
arolcl.Su.51{i '66'
• · Yf! ~ufman) Szarek
Marilyn Szarek,>66
Janet (Marazas) Szot ?,66
Jack Taln}!lge :66
Irene Taube '66
Richai;d Taylor '66. ' ,
Barbam~andel) Tsouirm

Je!TY'Tumer'66 · : ·
eneJ<;>.pe (rensen) Vand
im:tta (Brown) Vm.ceni:
. Vree)and '66~. ~
atso

w

ei

'

.

(frederick$Cn).
eiss.'66
··
Y: Wh.ire1iouse'
litlock:66

Jl\,ViJliams '66

tl,l,ryn Windmiller'p<,
a•Winscott '66 .
(Lee) Wojno
a_ry.(LtU?aS) W,
arilyn (Ross)'W
ste( Wri~(•66·
:Wronski '
·,
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Rugby Football Club
celebrates 25th year
This year is the Illino is State University
Rugby Club's 25th year as a club sport. To
ho nor all past and present club members
the 25th anniversary weekend gala is set for
April 26-28, 1996, in Normal. If you are an
alum of the club as a player or a supporter
and have not received your 25th anniversary information packet, please call Ray
Karcnas '79 at (312) 282-1 493 or fax him
at (312) 282-1494. You'll be sent the
complete alumni weekend itinerary package, including hotel, banquet information,
jersey, program ads, and golf and mgby
match infotmation.

Bloomington-Normal
Alumni Chapter
Our second annual reception at the
Homecoming hospitality headquarters was
ushered in on F1iday, September 22, w ith
the chapter serving as host to returning
alumni. Reflecting the theme of
Homecoming '95, "Traditions-Make
History Today," this special event is, in
itself, becoming a tradition, and a good
time was had by all who attended.
The chapter continued its holiday
community service in early December. This
year we helped Adopt-A-Family by wrapping gifts that were later distributed to
needy families in McLean County.
Our third annual spring event, "An
Evening of Fine Arts,'' will take place near
the end of the spring semester. Plans
include a reception in the University
Galleries (featuring the student art exhibit) ,
followed by a theatrical performance in
Westhoff Theatre .
For more info1111ation about the
Bloomington-Normal Alumni Chapter or to
volunteer to assist w ith events, please contact]erry Abner '75, M.S. '93, president, or
Lynn Kearney '74, programming and events
chairperson.
I~y Rick Denzer '88

CHAPTER/CLUB NEWS
Chicago West Alumni Chapter
Last fall the Chicago West Alumni
Chapter was honored by being officially
designated a chartered chapter and has
been growing in o ther ways, too. In recent
months Chicago West took part in a munber of sp011ing, cultural, and charitable
activities. These events included volunteering at the Bethlehem Center Food Bank for
national "Make a Difference Day," o rganizing a party to watch a Monday night Bears
game in December (complete with Avanti's
sub sandw iches), and the recently held
evening at the Dmry L1ne dinner theatre.
You're invited to attend the chapter's
annual meeting held in conjunction w ith a
career services workshop for alumni on
May 21. For August we' re planning our
third annual Kane County Cougars game,
so stay tuned. Chicago West welcomes
your input and participation. Call president
Miron Marcotte '85 at (708) 852-2318 for
specifics.

es the Internet. Have you ever wondered
what's on-line for you? This valuabk: information resource can be confusing and hard
to access. Our chapter is proud to offer this
informative lecture, which will cover the
fascinating things you can learn from the
Internet, from how to conduct a job search
to how advertise a product or service to
educational possibilities for your child ren.
May 22-Annual chapter meeting and
recent graduate celebration! In addition to
the election of officers for the upcoming
alunmi year, we arc p latming a get-together
to celebrate recent graduates. All alumni
and students are welcome. Come join us.
Summer- Ravinia outing. Join us for a
Saturday evening summer outing at Ravinia,
the popular Highland Park outdoor music
theater.
For more information about any of
these great events, please call Amy
Goerwitz at the ILiinois State University
Chicago office at (3 l 2) 251-3503.
By Tony Gorham '87

Chicago Downtown/North Shore
Alumni Chapter
Hello, fellow alumni, from the CD/NS
chapter president! Having been involved in
chapter activities for more than two and a
half years now, I have found tl1e experience to be very rewarding. In addition to
networking opportunities and development of event planning and leadership
skills, I have made some wonderful f1iendships. If you are looking for ways to meet
fellow alumni and pa11icipatc in some
exciting activities, call me, Tony Gorham
'87, at (708) 397-2439. Go Redbirds!
AU alumni in the Chicago downtown
and North Shore areas really ought to
check out what's going on with o ur local
alumni chapter. The CD/NS chapter has
quite a few enjoyable and thought-provoking events coming up:
March 3 1-Tbe Libertine at tl1e
SteppenwolfThcatre and our chapter chartering celebration! The cast of this play
includes John Malkovich, a Theatre
Department alum who has made the big
time. After the play, join us for a reception
celebrating the official chartering of our
alumni chapter by the Illinois State
University Alumni Association.
Aptil 18-Professor Fred Gage discuss-

Criminal Justice
Sciences alumni

Health Sciences
Alumni Organization
In :--.Jovcmber 1995 the Health Sciences
Alumni Organization o ffered an IIIV/ AIDS
education workshop for alumni of the
health education program. 'l11e event was
cosponsored by the McLean County
Ame1ican Red Cross. The two-day, on-campus workshop included training on
HIV/ AIDS facts, facilitating group discussion, handling difficult questions, and presenting in a cultu rally sensitive manner.
Joining alumni were several professionals from the local community, including representatives from hospice care,
social service agencies, public health
departments, and school systems.
Workshop participants received ce11ification from the American Red Cross for
HIV/AIDS education. Primary training was
provided by Dr. Matilyn Morrow, p rogram
director for Illinois Statc·s health education
degree program. She was assisted by an
Illinois State alunmus, James Almeda '93,
w ho is coordinator of the University's peer
education program.

i~J' Ellen Miller
/lealtb Sciences Advisor
The Criminal Justice Sciences
and alumni club campus liaison
Depa11ment and its alumni will host their
spring conference April
2-3. This year's conference, "Problem
Gambling," w ilJ feature
national speakers on gambling issues and the
growth of the industry in
Illinois. Conference sessions will be held on campus at Bone Student
Center and at Ewing
Manor in Bloomington.
All interested alumni
are encouraged to return
Members of the Greater Philadelphia Alumni Chapter, sporting
to campus for this imporred and white Illinois State University clothing, showed their
tant educational opportuni- pride before the cameras at a WHYY public television fund-raisty. For more information
er in the City of Brotherly Love. In the front row,Jrom left, are
Maggie (Morton) Tripp '74, M.S. '76; TI1omas Drake '76; chapter
about the conference or to
president Bob Walling '67, M.S. '70; Susan Walling; Phil Tripp
volunteer to plan and
'75, M.S. '77; and event coordinator Martin Drinan, M.S. '93. In
in1plement other departthe back row,Jrom left, are Timothy Brennan '70; Mike
ment alumni activities,
Korengel '73; Jim Dietschweiler '86; Tammy Dietschweiler;
contact Michael Goodman
Susan Drinan '73; Sandra Borror-Jury '81, M.B.A. '84; JeffJury
in the Criminal Justice
'78, M.B.A. '85; and Bonnie (Walker) Korengel, M.S. '74.
Scie nces Dcpattment at
(309) 438-3222.

Greater Philadelphia
Alumni Chapter

Chapter/Club contacts
Contacts for alumni chapters

Springfield area

Bloomington-Normal

Josena. (Scott) Will1elm '84 and Beecher .
Wilhe1m '82
(217) 546-4952

Jen,' Abner '75, M.S. '92

Family and Consumer Sciences
Alumni
Danielle Burdsall '94 (on campus)
(309) 438-5011

(309) 438-2713

.Chicago Downtown/North Shore.
Tony Gorham '87 (Northbrook)
(708) 677-1746

Greater St. louis
Don Necessary '74
(314) 353-3632

Ellen Miller ( on campus)
(309) 438-8329

Washington~D.C., area
Paul Finger '73 (Mlington, Virginia)
(703) 271-0672
.

Honors Alumni Association
Leta (Floyd) Buhrmann '86 (Normal)

Peoria area

.Contacts for alumni affinity clubs

(309) 454-8107
Kerry I<alus '87, M.S. '89 (on campus)
(309) 438-2559

Kristen Emmert Shaner '86 (Morton)
(309) 263-1238

AgriCU;lture Alumni Association

Greater Philadelp4ia area

Tom Dahs '81 (Washin,gton). •
(309) 444-9987 .

Chicago West
Miron Marcotte ' 85 (Downers Grove)
(708).852,-2318

Robert Walling '67, M.S. '70 (Cheste r
Springs, Pennsylvania)
(610) 458-7874

Metro, Ph~nix
Debor;\h Coloma '83-(Scottsdale)
(602)997-7072 .

Rockford~
Cindy'(Pe.mberton) Robson 'Slf
(815) 397-71,6 3

Metro Phoenix Alumni Chapter

International House Alumni
Association
Marilyn Boyd, M.A. '81 (on campi.1s)
(309) 436-1651
,

~pha :ra,u Omega The~ Th,eta

.,Alumni Association

Redbird Recreation Alumni-Society
. M;ary (Muno) Cherve.ny '89 (Glen Ellyn),

,George Swarts '87 (Wheeling)
(708) 215-8315

niack Coileagries·
Mdrew~PutneJ(Jt. 1 :
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Health Sciences Alumni
Organization

CY

,, ' ; ·

(70$) 545-1524

·
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.
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:

"

.. ' Social Work Alumni Network

·, ',,J),acrin Salzman,,(No~al) ·
,

. , (309) 888-41'08

,

On December 2, 1995, 15 enthusiastic
Illinois State alumni and friends suppo11ecl
the WHYY public televisio n fund-raising
even t as the Greater Philadelphia Chapter's
community service project. Despite a
power outage and blacko ut, the Redbird
spitit p revailed, as together with other volunteer groups we took more than 400
phone calls and pledges!
Watch your mail for information on
our next major event in May; and, if you
have just a little time to spare, the
Philadelphia c hapter is looking for a
few good volunteers. For more infonnation, contact chapter president Bob
Walling, Chester Springs, Pennsylvania,
at (610) 458-78 74.

'

It's been a busy few months for the
Metro Phoenix Alumni Chapter. In addition
to recent events including ·'Oktoberfest at
the German Comer•· and the seconcl annual
"Be There o r Be Square Social" at Dan
Ryan 's Sports Gtill, it1 August tl1e chapter
initiated a new event that has led to a relationship for providing community service
in the name of Illino is State: the "First Ever
'No1111al' Garage Sale ."
Alumni donated items for the sale and
alumna Nancy (Brown) Covert '88 and her
husband, John, opened up the garage of
their home in Chandler. All proceeds from
the sale were donated to the Liter.icy

.

CHAPTER/CLUB NEWS

and keep with the spirit of
gladly learning and gladly
teaching that is the t!-adition of Illinois State
University.
For this successful
event, the Metro Phoe nix
Alumni Chapter won a
prize at the Alumni
Leaders Conference chapter/club exposition.
Phoenix alumni,
watch your mail for information abo ut the followMetro Phoenix Alumni Chapter members who worked at the
''First Ever 'Normal' Garage Sale" to benefit Literacy Volunteers
ing upcoming events:
of Maricopa County, Inc., included,from left, Doug Slowiak '73;
• Sunday, March 10:
Chip Richards '94; Stefene (Costello) Richards '92; Dorothy Bentz
TI1ird annual alumni
'51; Nancy (Brown) Covert '88; Lori Pasulka '85; Susan Slowiak
picnic, Indian School
'73; Deb Coloma '83; Gloria Hughes (Deb's mom); Mike Holzman
Park,
Scottsdale. If you
'80; and Miriam Wendt '75.
didn't receive inforn1ation, call us for details.
Volunteers of Maricopa County, Inc., who
•
Other
events
with
Literacy
have since welcomed the Phoenix alumni
Volunteers-dates to be announced.
chapter into their volunteer family for other
• Thursday evening, April 25: The Metro
projects. (All unsold items were donated to
Phoenix Alumni Chapter's chartering
Central Arizona Shelter Services, Inc.)
ceremony, featuring President David A.
The Literacy Volunteers office coordiStrand of Illinois State and other guests
nates effons for Phoenix resident-; and confro m Normal.
ducts joint literacy training efforts with
The chapter is always looking for wonstate and national agen cies. Goals for the
derft1I,
talented alumni willing to volunteer
organization are to assist adults in learning
a little of their time to the chapter. If you're
to read at a sixth grade level and to offer
interested in joining an energetic and fun
infonnation about other agencies to help
group, call chapter president Deb Coloma
ftuther adult learning. The Phoenix chapter
'83 at (602) 992-7072.
is delighted to assist them in their effons

Special note: All of us involved w ith
the Metro Phoenix Alumni Chapter want to
issue a special "Best Wishes" to our fearless
leader, Deb Coloma '83, on her March 23,
1996, marriage to everyone's favorite
German pilo t, Claus Roessle!
Congratulations, Deb and Claus!

Rockford
Do you live in the Rock River valley?
Would you like to help revitalize this
important alumni chapter? A group of area
volunteers has started planning some great
events, but we could always use mo re help.
With 4,000 alumni in the area, there are
plenty of new friends for us all to make. For
more details, please call Cindy (Pemberton)
'89 or Pete Robson '89 ofRockford at (815)
397-7163, or associate director Arny
Goerwitz at the Chicago alumni office
(312) 251-3503.

Peoria
In the past few months, a core group
of alumni from the Peoria area has been
meeting to organize a chapter. Volunteers
to help move the group forward are needed! Do you have some time (and talent) to
spare? Are you looking for a fun and feelgood way to develop your leadership skills,
make friends, increase your business network, and give back to your alma mater all

at once? If so, please contact Kristen
(Emmert) Shaner '86 or Bill Shaner '87 of
Morton at (309) 263-1238.

St. Louis Metro Alumni Chapter
The St. Louis Metro Alumni Chapter is
re-forming after a brief hiatus in the early
1990s.
We have a small but dedicated group
of alumni who meet regularly o n the first
Tuesday of each month. We me et at 7:30
p.m. at the Olympia Diner on McCausland
Avenue, three blocks south of Highway 40.
All lllinois State alumni, former students,
and spouses are always welcome. Our
meetings are strictly casual, and dinner is
o ptional (no cover charge either!). We
want your conversation and memories of
Illinois State. Please join us!
Anyone in the St. Louis area or metroeast counties is welcome to attend! For
more info rmation, call Jeffrey Jo hnson '84
at (3 14) 949-9908; Don Necessary '74 at
(314) 353-3632; or Christy Grobengieser
'84 at (314) 843-180;.

Thank you!
,
Paul H. Finger- '7,3; 4f<lingto1t V'u-ginia
· Matthew Fle'ssner '93, Alexarifui:i, Virginia ,,
;David L. FqwJer '78; Ottawa·
Jeffrl•y.A. Frii:ze1i '741Normal.
.
,
J<¥1et rcomrnen) Fukada '83, West µtfay~tte, .
Tn<liana · ·
·
Illinois
Heati1er v,.
r. Ft Iller , , Arli Qgton He1g11...,
,.•
. , Stat.e
. University
.,.,
, Ah1mni
. , Association
. , ,
93
and it's affiliate gronps. ,1he*-l9yal iftdj'vidl.i- , J:1irls i,,c;~tio ;92 ·W~stmonf"'' ;;-, '
als' efforts cont!jbute to the_advancem'e nt
.· Qebra p, (Stoll) G~rd6 '87, Chatham
of Illino_is:State ac;rqss tlle country.
¥ike Giblin '87; Chicago,,,
:GweirJ .. Gibs,o n '91;.Bloomingtpn
Je,ny w. Abner '75, M.S. '92, Normal, . ' .
An~~my Gorham '87"Schaumbµ rg
1:dw:.)~d T. Mderson "6I ,'M.S. \54, 'Noqnal ·
, ' Nicole (Gaydqsh) Graham·/91,· ·
Eric Andre~vs }92, Madison, \'fisconsin;,;: ,
, , · .$o-(1th Ja<;ksonville "
Jennifer.Andrews '92, Nfjdison; .\V.L~consii:),. .
· CllristyJ, Grob~ngi~f"s,,·st, L
.
' ,J, J-iajdilni '92,Nilla'.Park'','
Pau\Andziewkz-'85, ~hicago •
Jen'nifer ~r. ;\lfstin 92, Decatur,
l-fruriiltQn ·!$8, , . ·• .
Susan M. ,\zukas· '92)ion~( .
_
'. Haiuli!' '92,,T'
Suzanne ~I'. *'lf9~Sky '87, ilan,qver Patk'
~th ]5; Hai:- . ,,
~i:ati ~- Beayer '.9~,,J,lncoll).
"' C ·: •
'n t(UtWiller
JohifS. Beinten1a,+88,.Pel:,ria • , · . .
ill'J. Hayden:'. ·
'Julie'A.. (Gov~/a) &1>4~n)~ ;_BJ®rn.ingt;n
ah~f .
Robert~: BeuQ{e '1!(Grand Ridge ·
ik:
Bruce C. Boettner \7,( ,Ho.¢1s:essin,, Dela.
Bradley BoWer"93iAurora
'
.Sa1ictra B<?i"!:9rJury~;s1;'M,,a;A, '8;i, Che'"

Since National Volfu1teers Week isiust
around·the comer (Af:>ril), Alumni Services
· would like to express deepest apprec_iation
to all the allnnni who donate their rune and
talents·in volunteer director roles fo r tbe
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Molly E. Scott ·93, Chicago
Don Shafer '76, Peoria
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Kristen EnunerrShaner '86, Morton
William J. Shaner '$7, .Morfon
Kim M. SbanJ<s ·86, Bloomington
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CHAPTER/CLUB NEWS
Springfield
Alumni Chapter

Education and
Scholarship Funds; and
• August 1996 first-ever
freshman send-off, where
alumni can tell those 18ycar-olds about to move
to Normal what life at
good old Illinois State is
really like!
For more infonnation
about any of these events, or,
if you're interested in volunteering to help your chapter,
please contact Josena (Scott)
Wilhelm '84 or Beecher
Wilhelm '82 at (217) 546-

The Springfield Area Alumni Chapter
was off and running with new and different
events this year:
• Family outing at Jungle-0-Fun in January
with special hosts, owners Greg and
Patti Ir.vin, both Class of '84;
• "Hoop It Up," a road t1ip to see Redbird
men's basketball at Redbird Arena; and
• Completion of a survey of all
Springfield-area alumni to assess your
interest in future events and activities.
Continuing this spring and summer, we
hope you'll join us for the following:
• May 1996 annual alumni legislative
breakfast, cohostecl with the Alumni
Association Extemal Relations
Committee, offering the latest from
Illinois State administrators and alumni
legislators about issues of concem to
the University;
• June 1996 annual Springfield golf outing
and alumni dinner at Panther Creek,
cohosted with the Athletics
Department to benefit the Redbird

4952.

No chapter
in your area?
We're looking for alumni
volunteers to help form new
chapters in the following areas:

Washington, D.C., area alumni who met to explore a new
chapter in November are,Jrom left, Roger Bianco '93; Chris
Rogers '94; Matt Flessner '93; Eli1,abeth (Connell) Flessner
'94; Ed O'Connor '88; George Bode '91, M.S. '92; and Paul
Finger '73.

Washington, D.C.,
Attention alumni in the Washington,
D.C., metropolitan area: Docs anyone have
any free time because the government
keeps furloughing you? Then help
out your alma mater and volunteer to help
organize a Washington, D.C., area Illinois
State University alumni chapter!

A small group of chapter organizers
began meeting in November. Meetings are
ongoing to plan events and move the chapter toward being chartered with the alumni
association. If you're interested in volunteering or in leadership roles, please contact Paul Finger '73 at (703) 271-0672 or
Jim Maguire '81 at (410) 730-0840.
<

"the al:

Leadership training for
alumni fosters gr~wth'
;

Once each year the Illinoi_s Srate
University Alumni Association hnngs
together its most dedicated volunteer
leaders tolearn new ormore efficient
methods of running aium.ni grm;ps and
to allow leaders from a variety of groups
.in, a number of loca;tfons fo meet caC,li
Oth~r and share ideas and goals. 11)e
coqferene~ was held on campus
October 21-22 and was attended by 49 •
'alttmni; staff, and presenters representing 21 organized or 'potential calui:mli
groups.
One of the fun aspects used this
year to create a desirable and fiiep.dly.
learning·env:irO'nment for v5>lunteer
trJ.ining was a-gardening theme, "tlow
Does ;your Garde.n Grow? Cultivating
the Alumni Spirit." Building on the'. ·
metaphor of a chapter or tlub:as·a gar-

·
as.,gar
, . ?·•··
.
•
the altunh\~taff asteqi~er,:vQluri- o:r;,
_tc:<;;rs focused9n the-toles anct'.te:Sponsibilities invoJvM in leadiqg th,eir alumni
. groups. ·
~ "
·
The confer61ce opened with a •
Friday evening reception in the jfiforma).
lounge of Wattt!rs◊11 Towers; a place
that several alumni agreed they hadn't
visited in 10 or 20 years! S~ttil.'clay, the
main conferet1ce clay, ran with two general and siX concurrent sessiol.ls. Topics
for sessions that were presented by university staff and alumni leaders included
"The Legislative Area Network,"
"Effecti\le Chapter/Club Maili_r1gs,"
"Involving Today's Students (Future
Alumni!) in Your P.r.:ografil!ning,"
"TelephOJ1e Calling to Your Alumni,"
anlf "TargetM;,irketing: Prograou]ling for
Your Alumni'.r
The day's highlight W.!$ ag~neral
session, "Come One, Come All .to the
Al1imni Association Coi.uity Fair
&;irdening.Sho.y!" MuctJ like a garden- '
ing show, 'each group presented the
'' best of its "harvest" ( one of the1r.best
projects or events fro.rh the pas, re-~) to'
·all the alumni and guests prei{ent ill.'. '
expositionJashiol.1.'Judgcs frqm the' ·
· Ah;unn,i,Services and Develo_pmetjt ~ s
and the Alumni Association Board of
Directors chose three.of the_ cli$pl~r s iJ.S
. blue ,tibbon w,inners:
• Metro Phbe.oix Afumni Chapter for
its "First'Ever 'Normal\ Garage Sale" .
to raise money for a16t:,al o.'l$l?uh.ii
ty service group, 'the literacy
, Volunteers;
'
'·
•. Alpha Tau,pmega' Theta Theta , ,
Alumni Associ:ition for its si1ccessful
· 20th iuul.i~ers~ Founders Day·cekb.pition; and,
:

Why does the alumni
association consider chapters
and clubs so important?
Your involvement in the Illinois State
University Alumni Association may take
many different forn1s, all of which in the
long term serve to keep you in touch
with your alma mater and allow you to
give back what you can, financially but
also in time, knowledge, and other
resources. Chapters and affinity clubs
are one major source of involvement.
As James Dunlop writes in
Leading the Association, "Volunteer
involvement builds interest and a
sense of ownership and pride in
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Chicago--northwest
and south suburbs
Joliet • Kankakee
Detroit

members. It encourages broad-based
advocacy of the association's goals
and activities and expands the pool
of capable and interested leaders."
The alumni association is always
seeking the best among our colleagues in its leadership pool. If
you've considered getting involved
in a chapter or affinity club, consider
the self-improvement and skill building that comes from a higher level of
involvement as well as the value that
your time and talent add to your
association.

tt'd

¥

For more information, call
Amy Goerwitz, associate
director of Alumni Services,
in the Illinois State University
Chicago office at
(312) 251-3503.

~11q,~¼

th Sciences,Aftunni Orglu:dzation

. for :f.t~tri.(ic dispiay showil)g.the ..

'many,evenis and activities tb.e group spon~ors in a' year.
.Su!)-da,(s highlights were a sp,e dal
brunc)lfeaturing_President David A,
Stmnd; Vice President for Institutional
Advmcement Judith Riggs, Vice
President and Dean of Student Affairs
·William Gurowitz, and Alumni
Associatitm Presfdent Jeff Fritzen '74:
The weekend ended with a session during which each group presented goals
for the coming year.
Comments from the alumni
inyolved in the conference were positive:
·
"Thi~ conference was fabulous and
most helpful in learning new things to
ta15,e to our chapters that should help
.strengthe!1 our groups."
'.'.The conference was.great; the
themewas a great juniping spot to get
people to think:.''
"Very'in.{ormative. This has been
the best conference. I look forward to
next yea~ and hearing·howeveryo11e has
progtes~d,"
' . .

Members of the alumn'i association's committee pn chaf)ters and dubs finalizing preparations for a training session are,Jrom left
seated, Roland St>ies '82 and Da'l'.id Fowler
'78, and,Jrom left ~landing, Kathy Embry
.
'·84, 1\-i.S. :89, and Kathy Coyle '86.

; Rep. Oan-Rrif!ierl'otd·'78 of
Jhe Illi.nois 'Ge'neral..\Ssembly
, 'Joined Susan Kern,)Uinois .
, State's:director of governmenttl. and.community rela~
tions: J!l t~aching alumnt
leaders about the" legisJative
area networ.~.

Why do the alumni association and
Alumni Services sponsor an annual
alumni leaders conference?
The long-tem1 goals of the
alumni leaders conference are not
just to train volunteers in chapter
and club operations, but also to
increase the quality of leadership and
the boardsmanship skills of those
alumni who choose to get involved.
111e American College of
Emergency Physicians, in its Board
of Directors' Resource Notebook,

says, "Leadership is the ability to get
the most out of your efforts and out
of life, whatever meaning that

expression may have for you. It is
knowing what you want to do and
having the confidence in yourself to
do it. A potential leader needs no
tools he does not already possess to
be a good leader. ·111c development
of leadership abilities makes use of
those talents each person already
has.''
If you are an Illinois State alum,
we're confident you have the tools to
be a leader, but you need to let us
know of your interest and offer your
skills. To volunteer with a chapter or
affinity club, please call the appropriate person listed in "Chapter/Club
contacts" on page 14.

AMONG ALUMNI

'16
Anne Duvall Kuhns, Decarur. cdebr:11cd her
I00th birrhday in October.

'39
Elaine (Ingram) Huggins was named 1994
Volunteer of the Year by the Palm Bay (Flo1ida)
City Council.

'43
Virginia (Harvin) Meachum, Danville, a
retired teacher, has published her first book,
Janet Reno: United States Attomey General.

'50
Vernon "Art" Adams, M.S. '51, Hudson,
received a Meritorious Service Award from the
IUinois Community College Tmstees Association.

'51
Mary (Alderson) Nilsen retired from the
Decatur Parks and Recreation Department.
Bernard Brock, professor of communication at
Wayne State University, Detroit, is editor of
Kenneth Burke and Contemporary European
Thought: Rhetoric in Transition.

'53
James Hallam retired as professor of business
administration at Illinois Wesleyan University,
Bloomington.

'55
Richard Weller, Danville, retired as Vermilion
County's regional superintendent of schools.

'56
Edward Spry, M.S. '63, has been called by the
First Congregational United Church of Christ in
Geneva as interim minister.

'58
Shelia (Peterson) Fitts
is pastoral associate at
Hope United Church of
Christ, Moline.
D. Kent Siders, M.S.
'70, Springfield, retired as
building planner and
director of the Capital
Area Vocational Cemer.
James Stevens, M.S.
James Stevens
'61, appears in Who 's
Who ofAmericm1
Teacbers. He is a chemistry teacher and science
administ1~1tor at.John Bun-oughs School, St. Louis
County, Missouri.

'59
Irene (Wardinski) Kinsell, M.S. '69, Cody,
Wyoming, retired as head teacher in the Wapiti
School District.
Jim Tague, Austin, Texas, is president the of
James R. Tague & Associates Insurance agency.
David Costigan, M.S., is a full professor of history at Quincy (Illinois) College.

'60
Wayne Meece, Nom1al, was inducted into the
JBCA Hall of Fame in the officials division.

'62
Linda Bain, M.S. '68, is provost and vice president for academic affairs at San Jose (California)
State University.
Diane (Brown) Bergeron, is one of two educators in Colorado selected to receive a Presidential
Award for Excellence in Science Teaching. Diane
will travel to Washington, D.C., May 8 to attend a
state dcpa1tment dinner and receive her award,
which includes a S7,500 grant to her school, the
Shelton Elementary School in Golden, Colorado.
The award is cosponsored by the National
Science Foundation and the National Science
Teachers Association.

'63
John Ensch, one of the last two active duty U.S.
Navy officers held as a prisoner of war in
Vietnam, retired as commander of the Naval
Training Center, San Diego.

'64
Julie (Deatherage) Smith, Wilmington, retired
as a teacher from Booth Central School.

Charles Smith, Tinley Park. is on the board of
directors of Advocate Health Care. He is the
founder and executive director of Southwest
Communitv Services.
Mary (Lorton) Shive, M.S. '69, Lincoln, was
named the Retired Teacher of the Year for 1995
by the DeWitt-Logan unit of the Illinois Retired
Teachers Association.

'65
Harley Hicks Jr., Danville, president and chief
executive officer of First National Bank of
Danville, was elected to the Illinois State
University Agriculnire Alumni Association
Board.
Don Cavallini, M.A. '67, D.A. '80, received
the Olive S. Foster Award sponsored by the
Illinois Historic Preservation Agency. He is a history and social studies teacher in Lexington.
Bill Sharp is a member of lbe Mad Bavarian
Brass Band, Fairlee, Vermont.
Gary Stevens, Ed.D. '92, is an associate professor of secondary education at Sheldon Jackson
College, Sitka, Alaska.
Deanne (Hauser) Bryant, M.S. '70, conducts
the Bloomington-Normal Youth Symphony.

'66
Kenneth Jandes is superintendent of Calumet
City (Illinois) Elementary School District 156.
Ruth Hanns Letzkus received the Award for
Te.'lching Excellence presented by the West
Virginia Northern Community College
Foundation, Inc., Wheeling, West Virginia.
She is professor and coordinator of secretarial
science.
Rusty Wells, Bloomington, former lllinois State
University golf coach, played in the Senior PGA
Tour, Bethesda, Maryland.
Samuel Van Scoyoc Sr., Bloomington, is
regional marketing director for First of America
Bimk-lllinois.
Keith Russell, M.S. '71, is deputy director of
the National Agricultural Library, Beltsville,
Maryland.

'67
John Harland, M.S. '74, is the high school
principal of Marion (Illinois) Unit 2.

'68
Hsiao-Lin Chang, M.S. '70, is a microbiology
supervisor in the clinical pathology department
at City of Hope National Medical Center, Duarrc,
California.
Dave Hawkinson, M.S. '74, executive director
of the Central lllinois Con-iclor Council,
Bloomington, received an award in the export
awareness and development category of Gov.
Jim Edgar's Export Awards.
Beverly Dawson works with Wapishana
Indians in Guyana, South America, as a missiona11' with Wycliffe Bible Translators.
William Summers, C.A.S. '86, Gibson City, is
principal of Gibson City-Melvin-Sibley
Elementary School.

'69
Nancy Norton Tomasko reccivccl a Ph.D. in
Chinese literarure from Princeton University.
James Altemus is director of corporate marketing for Jefferson Smurfit Corp., St. Louis.
Frank Miller is superintendent of Ashton
(Jllinois) schools.
Leo Lazaroff was named 1995-96 Teacher of
the Year at ·111ornwood High School, South
Holland. He teaches environmental science and
biolOb'Y-

'70
Gary Larson docs home constn1ction (L1rson
Constmction) and repair in Shorewood.
Michael Whelan is an attorney for Sweeney
and Riman, Ltd. , Chicago.
Benjamin Moe is a broker for Primus Realty
Corp., Oswego.
Bruce Cluver, president of Ag-World Exports,
Bloomington, received an award in the continuing exporr excellence category of Gov. Jim
Edgar's Exporr Awards.
Kathleen (Fcltmeyer) Durham, M.A., a
Fairbury dentist, is president of the McLean
County Dental Society.
Susan (Howorth) Zbrozek is principal at
Bureau Valley South Junior High School,
Wyanet.
Dan Wilcoxen, M.S.E. '72, is Bradford (Illinois)
High School principal.
Harold Olson is the assistant principal overseeing athletics, activities, vocational education,
and the funded chapter programs at TI1ornridge
High School, Dolton.
Sandra (Zukley) Galgan, Zion, is principal at
Zion-Benton High School.

Stephen Person is president of the Florida
Recreation and Park Association. I le is the recreation superintendent for the Forr Lauderdale
Parks and Rec reation Depaitment.

'71
Stanley Morris has
been granted an associate degree in computer
science from Belleville
Area College. He is superintendent of the Gilster
Mary Lee Food Plant in
Chester.
David Onuma, M.S.
'75, is assistant training
Stanley Morris
coordinator for State
Farm Insurance
Companies, Bloomington.
Nancy (Steinhauer) Perkins, M.S. '74, D.A.
'92, assistant professor of English at Eureka
(Illinois) College, is the 1995 recipient of the
Helen Cleaver Distinguished Teaching Award.
Bill Ducett, M.S.E. '75, is activities director and
acting assistant principal at University High
School, Normal.
Randal Becker, M.S. '73, Storm Lake, Iowa, is
associate professor of special education at
Buena Vista University. He recently was part of a
delegation to the People's Republic of China.
Paul Studnicki, M.S.E. '75, C.A.S. '82, is superintendent in the Pontiac (IUinois) Grade School
District.
B. J. Wolf is superintendent of the Rock Falls
(Illinois) Township High School District and
chairperson of the Sauk Valley Community
College Board ofTmstees.
Harvey Lightbody is vice president for physician recruitment and human resource services
at Methodist Medical Center of Illinois in Peoria.
He serves on the Human Resource Council of
the American Healthcare System, the edito1ial
board of Healthcare Human Resources, and the
Youth Farm Board of Directors.
Carolyn (Perry) Yockey is a cochairperson of
the Festival of Trees, a fund-raiser to supporr
programs for The Baby Fold, Nonna!.
Nancy (Peterson) Linn is principal at
Oakwood (Illinois) Grade School.
Jack Bertram is vice
president of marketing at
Griffin \Vhcd Company,
Chicago. He is president
of the Association of
Railroad Advertising and
Marketing, a board member of the Car
Department Officers
Association, and a member of the Railway
Supply Association.

'72
Mary Novy, Hinsdale, is president of Insurance
& Financial Services.
Unda (Rolfe) Timm, M.S.E. '79, Ph.D. '94, is
vice p resident of student affairs at St. Mai1•'s
College, Notre Dame, Indiana.
Richard Becker is senior vice president of
Citizens Savings Bank, Normal.
Kate (Fosher) Charles, Bedford, England, is a
murder mystery writer.
Patrick McMahon is superintendent of Sterling
(Illinois) Unit 5 School District.
Phillip Roffman, M.S. '78, completed his doctoral studies at Loyola University. He is principal
of Warren Township High School, Gurnee.
Paul Bates is a professor of educational psychology and special education at Southem Jllino is
University at Carbondale. He has written
Vicarious 17Jrills: A Championship Season of
Iligh Scbool Basketball.
Michael Ryan is superintendent of Erie
(Illinois) School District.
Betty (Baird) Mickel, Scioto Mills, is assistant
principal for Freeporr High School.
Chris Keating, M.S. '73, is director of business
and facilities operations for the Department of
Residence Halls and Commons at the University
of Chicago. He and his wife, Janet (Scheel) '77,
live in Blue Island.
Chris Wiant was awarded the Commander's
Award for Public Service by the U.S. Anny. He is
the deputy director of the Tri-County Health
Deparrment in Denver, Colorado.
Judy (Sancken) Rothermel, M.S.E. '78,
received the Warren G. Smith Award as E.1stCentral lllinois Coach of the Ycar, sponsored by
Carle Sports Medicine Departme nt and Edward
P. Grogg. She coaches girls basketball at
He1itage High School, Broadlands.
Marilee (Schultz) Niehoff, M.S. '73, Ph.D.
'76, Arlington, Texas, works for Niehoff
Associates, management, educational, health,
and fitness consultants.
John Engstrom, Princeton, owns Perma-Side.
Craig Gilmore, Chicago, employed by State

Farm Insurance, received the professional insurance designation Chartered Property Casualty
Undcrw1iter by the American Institute for
CPCl ;.
Steven Burgauer, M.S. '74, has written his second book '/ be Brazen Rufe, a future-history
novel.
Marita (Stankitis)
Brake debuted this fall
at Camegie I !all as parr
of Community Concerts.
Inc., national conference
and showcase. She will
be releasing a new CD,
GyjJsyMoon.
Ronald Koehn, M.S.F..
'82, Fulton, was recogMarita (Stankitis)
nized as one of 20 dediBrake
cated and outstanding
educators at the 1995
Master Teacher Awards Banquet. He is a high
school teacher.
Linda Slagell, affirmative action officer and
women's volleyball and track and field coach,
was named chairperson of the physical education department at Millikin University, Decatur.
James Jarrett, M.S. '76, and his family were
honored as Illinois' Youth Baseball Family of the
Year by French's Mustard in cooperation with
USA Baseball. They live in Effingham.
Judith (Reddish)
Peterson operates a
management consulting
business, is an elementary school counselor for
Rockford Public Schools,
and is a part-time instrnctor at Rock Valley
College.
Gerald Olson, M.S. '86,
Judith (Reddish)
was promoted to associPeterson
ate professor of accounting and named department chairperson of business administr,ttion at
Illinois Wesleyan University, Bloomington.

'74
William Ma.x is a tmst officer/farm manager for
First National Bank of Decatur.
Barbara (Devlin) llig is an assistant pro fessor
of accounting at Norrh Central College,
Naperville. She received the Leavcy Award for
Excellence in Private Enterprise Education from
the Freedoms Foundation.
Peggy Redshaw, Ph.D., is a professor of biology at Austin College, Shemian, Texas.
Susan Groeneveld is executive vice president
of Commercial Investment Real Estate Institute,
Chicago.
Marcy (Bianchi) Nelson, M.S.E. '76, is the
director of residential services for Pare, a nonprofit agency based in Westchester.

'75
Sharon (Palermo) Stanford, M.S. '78, Ph.D.
'93, was awarded the Victor Z. Brink Award for
Distinguished Service by the Institute of Internal
Auditors. She is associate vice president for academic administrJtivc services at Illinois State
University.
D. A. Weibring finished first in the Quad City
Classic, third in the Colonial, and tied for second
in the Byron Nelson Classic PGA tournaments.
Dave Boland operates a dairy farm that has
been in his family since the early 1860s near
Paris, Illinois.
Robert Jackson, M.S. '79, is an assistant professor of communication and theatre arrs at
Nebraska Wesleyan University.
Jill Smith is principal of Spring VaUey (Illinois)
Lincoln School.
Lisa (Larsson) Ashley, Eden Prairie.
Minnesota, received her master's in social work
from the University of Minnesota. She is
employed by the Hopkins High Schoo l District
"Tr,111sitions, Plus" program.
Betty (Slater) Frost is employed in the Aledo
(Illinois) School District as a first grade teacher
at Apollo Elementary School.
Henry Hummert, M.S. '81, is a host for the
radio show PsychTafk on KDHX in St. Louis.

'76
Mick Hubert is the "voice" of the University of
Florida Gators.
Beverly (Bailey) Stone is a volunteer arts and
crafts instmctor at the No1th Suburban UMCA in
Northbrook.
Amber (Morris) Anderson, M.S. '83, M.S.E.
'86, C.A.S. '89, Walnut, received the Illinois
Alliance for Arrs Education I 995 Service
Recognition Award in School Administration.
She is an assistant supe1intendent of Walnut
Elementary District.
Ronnie Levine, M.S.E., is principal of Oakland
Park School in Streator (Jllinois) Elementary
District 44.
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Harold Truitt, Silvis, is employed by JCPenney
and active in the Quad City Music Guild.

'77
Brian McCleish is an industrial technology
teacher at Lincoln-Way High School.
Mary (Kreher) Darnall
is assistant treasurer for
Central Illinois Public
Service Co.
James Wilbat makes colorful, contempor-.iry glass
pieces in his Mundelein
studio.
Scott Erwin received
the Community Service
Mary (Kreher)
Aw ard from the Illinois
Darnall
State Bar Association. He
has a law practice in
DeKalb.
Robert Hamper,
M.B.A. '79, River Forest,
coauthored a hook titled
Handbook for Writing
Proposals.
Lynda (Soltis) Marlett
is controller and assistant
treasurer for Central
Illinois Public Service Co.
Cynthia Young
Lynda (Soltis)
Novotny teaches at
Marlett
Woods Learning Center
in Casper, Wyoming. She
codesigned, developed, and is implementing an
innovative approach to education.

~.{ J

'78
Sherrie (Burford) Kenney is a special education teacher at Aledo (Illinois) High School.
Ralph Turner, M.A., Bloomington, an attorney
with Luedtke, Hanweg & Turner, has been
reelected to the BroMenn Healthcare Board of
Directors.
Mary Ann (Wesslund) Webb, Nonna!, is treasurer of the Bloomington Rotary Club. She is a
broker-associate with Bielfeldt Realty.
Ken Bell, Ed.D., is superintendent of Havana
(Illinois) Community Unit School District 126.
Tina Lantz is director of the Geneseo (Illinois)
Public Library.
Michael Kolberg is plant accountant at Bayer
Diagnostics Division in Kankakee. ·
Lawrence Whittet is a
panner in Project
Assistance Corporation,
Walnut Creek, California,
and vice president of
Government and Project
Management Services.
He and his wife, Melissa
(Gchrt) '77, live in
Gransbury, Texas, with
Lawrence Whittet
their children.

'79
Samuel Witsman, M.S. '83, is an attorney with
Han, Southworth & Witsman, Springfield.
Steve Endsley, M.S.E. '88, is executive director
of Illinois Elementary School Association,
Bloomington.
Kevin Hayhurst, Beecher, is head basketball
coach at Thornwood High School.
Ken Marley, M.S.E., was recognized for his 25
years of teaching by the Pontiac (Illinois)
Christian School.
Dawn Bradley Berry,
M.S. '82, is a lawyer and
w riter in Tijeras, New
Mexico. She has published two books and
does legal research
and writing for other
attorneys.
Debra (Hauskins)
Horvath, M.S.E.,
Dawn Bradley
Decatur, is an ordained
Berry, M.S. '82
deacon in the United
Methodist Church's
Central Illinois Conference.
Jeff Zitek owns Z-Tech Custom Clubs, Palatine.
He completed the Golfsmith Clubmakers
Training Program.
Bryan Bloodworth, Normal, was inducted into
the Illinois Basketball Coaches Association Hall
of Fame in the news media division.
Edward Werdell was appointed to the
Libertyville (Illinois) Bank and Tmst Co. as executive vice president.
Scott Drazewski is a panner in the law practice
of Luedtke, Hartweg & Turner, Bloomington,
and an associate professor at Illinois State
University. He is secretary of the Illinois State
Bar Association.
Cal Cheney was named one of "Fony Leaders
Under Fony" by the Central Illinois business
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newspaper lnterbusiness. He is an investment
broke r w ho owns and operntes offices in Peoria,
Morton, and Decatur.
Mark Swendsen is band
and orchestral instmment accessories marketing manager for The
Selmer Company,
Ellman, Indiana.
Sue (Gourley) Brody,
St. Petersburg, Florida,
was chosen for Modem
Healthcare's 1995 "Up &
Mark Swendsen
Comers." She is president and chief executive
officer of Bayfront Life
Services.

'80
Curt Cavnar is a partner in MindSight, Des
Plaines, Illinois, specializing in media production, satellite video conferencing, multimedia,
and print collateral.
David Herbst, M.S.E., Plainfield, a certified
financial planner, president, and senior partner
of Herbst, Maloney & Brow n Financial Planning
Services, Ltd., is a member of the Fidelity
Advisor Council.
Angelique Mizera is a member of the spo11s
medicine team at Olympia Fields Osteopathic
Hospital and Medical Center.
Peter Seiler, Ed.D., is the first deaf superintendent of the Arkansas School for the Deaf.

'81
Laura (Barbars) Glazier is municipal services
group recreation coordinator for the Western
Springs (Illinois) Recreation Oepanment.
David Clydesdale, M.S., Sterling, is a professor
of math at Sauk Valley Community College.
Lois Wisniewski, B.S. '84, M.S. '92, is volleyball coach at Nonna! Community High School
and teaches biology.
Don Krager, Sp1ingfield, is the vice president
and branch manager of the Bank & Tmst
Company, Chatham.
Jill (Grogg) Warren, M.S. '90, was selected
1995 Teacher of the Year by the business
depanment of Limestone Community High
School, Bartonville.
Jenna Michalsen, M.S., GED coordinato r for
Lincoln (Illinois) -Correctional Center, was honored as Teacher of the Year by the International
Corrections Education Association.
Carl Ervin, M.S. '83, is director of multicultural
affairs and a counselor at Manchester (Indiana)
College.

'82
Catherine (Sladek) Wood, Waupaca,
Wisconsin, received cenification in EC:EEN. She
provided her school district with in-service sessions and trnining in play-based assessment at
the screening level.
Jeffrey George is assistant Florida state manager, south/central region, for Seagram Beverage
Company, Jacksonville, Florida.
Carole ( Liverton) Frick, Addison, is operations officer for LaSalle National Bank's loan control department.
Faye Anderson received the University
Women of Distinction Award at Southern
Illinois University at Carbondale, w here she is a
doctoral student.
Marina (Lotze) Scott is the assistant principal
of William Fremd High School, Palatine.
Sally (Shive) McKee is the lifestyles editor of
the Peoria Journal Star.
Cathy (Morgan) Hayden, Decatur, was named
interim administrator of the Douglas County
Health Department.
Gregg McElroy, M.S. '84, is a cen ified tmst
and financial advisor and president of Busey
Tmst-McLcan County in Bloomington.
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Dan England, M.S., Greenfield Center, New
York, has released Welcome to the Real
Corporate World: Surviving and Succeeding in
a Large Corporation.
Claire Lamonica, M.A., an English teacher at
University High School, was the regional judge
for the I 995 NCTE Achievement Awards in
Writing sponsored by the
National Council of
Teachers of English.
Dan Marciante is
finance manager for
Barnett Banks, Inc.,
Jacksonville, Florida.
Lawrence Modaff,
Bolingbrook, is a speech
instm ctor at Waubonsee
Dan Marciante
Community College.

Dave Mannaioni is Edwards County agent for
State Fann lnsurnnce, Albion.
Murray Fisher, Ed.D., Monon Grove, was honored with the Clarissa Hug Teacher of the Year
Award by the Illinois Council for Exceptional
Children. He teaches special education in a
Chicago public elementary school.

'84
Nancy (Fischer) Russell is manager of First of
America Bank-Illinois Market Square ,
Bloomington.
Tyrone Oldham is pastor of New Salem Baptist
Church, Decatur. He also is employed in the
computer depanment of Illinois Power Co.
Desna Wallin, Ed.D., is president of Forsyth
Technical Community College, Winston-Salem,
Nonh Carolina, and
coauthored the book
Essentialism: Comm.on
Sense Quality
Improvement.
Larry Schaedel is a
panner at Checkers,
Simon & Rosner LLP. He
is in the investigative
accounting and litigation
Larry Schaedel
services depanment.
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Catherine (Basler) Richter is customer service coordinator for Johnson Controls, Inc.,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Jim Fraley, Illinois Milk Producers Association
executive director, was named an lllinois State
University honoral)' Block & Bridle Club member. He lives in Cooksville.
Richard Barnes, Chicago, is western district
sales manager for Akro-Mils industrial and commercial products.
Jay Barshinger, dean of students at Churchill
Junior High Sd1ool, Galesburg, is the 1995 recipient o f the Nonnan L. and Eileen A. Krong
Outstanding Snident Award at Western Illinois
University.
Brian Teter, M.S. '87, is assistant commissioner
of Conference USA, the newest NCAA Division
IA intercollegiate athletic conference in the
nation.
Jim Brewer is a sales associate for Nieman
Realtors, Belvidere.
Mike Nelson, M.S. '87, is assistant athletic
director for development at Illinois State
University.
Richard Wherley is principal of Eureka
(Illinois) High School.
Tim Loest, director of bands at Peacock Junior
High School in Itasca, has had an original composition, Spirit of Excellence (a concert march),
published by Belwin-Mills.
Lori (Herzel) Nall, M.S. '87, teaches at Illinois
Valley Community College and has a counseling
practice in Pem.
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James Nink, M.S. '91, is director of human
resources at Rush Nonh Shore Medical Center,
Skokie.
Ken Hannah, M.S., was named Illinois
Swimming Association CoUege Division Coach
of the Year for 1995. He is the aquatic director
and swimming and diving coach at Illinois
Benedictine College.
Bridget Hinds is vice president of Commerce
Bank, Peoria.
Gregory Griffith was awarded the professional
instmince designation Chartered Property
Casualty Underw1iter by the American Institute
for CPCU. He is an assistant vice
president/senior loss control consultant for
Chubb Services Corporation in Atlanta, Georgia.
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Cynthia (McSwiggin) Richardson, M.S. '88,
is the Proviso West assistant principal for pupilpersonnel services.
Anthony Powers was awarded the Master of
Business Administration by Keller Graduate
School of Management in Chicago. He is the
marketing p roduct specialist with Household
International of Itasca.
Donna Frary, M.S. '93, DeKalb, is a legislative
aide to Rep. David Wirsing.
Andrea Falter Card, M.S.E., received the 199495 Carlinville BPW Choices Advocacy Award in
recognition of her achievements in assisting
young people in making education choices. She
is a guidance counselor at the Carlinville
(Illinois) Middle School and teaches two classes.
Joel Engel, accounting operations manager in
the daily accounting operntions division of

worldwide operations with Northern Tmst Co.,
is a second vice president with the Chicagobased company.
James Provis is a vice president at Northern
Tmst Company, Chicago. He serves in the
CJWconsumer compliance department of
credit policy.
Michael Chinino, C.A.S., is superintendent of
schools for Calumet City (Illinois) School
District I 55.
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Kevin Isabelle is infonnation security specialist, policy and compliance sup pon, for
Household Finance, Elmhurst.
John Beintema is a sales representative for Six
Flags over Mid-America, Eureka, Missouri.
Ken Harding, M.S. '91, is assistant director for
campus and community testing at Br-.iclley
University, Peoria.
Kelly Norris, M.S. '92, is recreatio n supervisor
of the Mundelein (Illinois) Park District.
Christopher Buoscia, Chicago, exhibited
paintings, prints, and drawings at the Park
Forest An Center.
Melissa Edwards, M.M., Shelbyville,
Tennessee, rece ived her doctorate of musical
ans from the University of North Carolina at
Greensboro.
Denise Mallery, a cenifiecl public accountant,
is chief financial officer at U1Salle (Illinois)
National Bank.
A.my Chapman is a staff ca11ographer at
Mapping Specialists, Ltd. , in /vladison,
Wisconsin.
Tami Jensen is city editor of the Oak Brook
Press and Oak Brnok Termce Press newspapers
in Illinois.
Ron Kampwerth, Decatur, is audit manager in
the Central Illino is office of George S. Olive and
Co. I.LC.
Maureen McShane is a doctor of podiatl)' in
Chicago.
Dawn (Dreher) Malone, Chenoa, is a reporter
for The Fairbury Blade.
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Paul Zoubek is environmental health and safety
manager for Penray Companies, Inc., Wheeling.
Kathy Lichte is employed by L. A. Daniels,
Bloomingdale .
Mary (Muno) Cherveny is administrative assistant for Glen Ellyn (Illinois) Park District.
Sue Kleffman is a recreation therapist at Oak
Fo rest (Illinois) Hospital of Cook County.
Michael Albers is cash operations manager for
Constmction Equipment Federal Credit Union's
Sheridan Village office in Peoria.
Timothy Krumholz is an officer at Northern
Tmst Company in Chicago. He serves in the
commercial banking systems division of information services.
Sandra (McCuan) Gould, Elburn, was named
Employee of the Month at Waubonsee
Community College, w here she is the child care
center manager.
Mary Toohill is ranked in the top 20 worldwide in mnning four miles, and she is a contender for the 1996 U.S. Olympic marathon
trials. She and her husband live in Champaign.
Douglas Freehauf, C.A.S., is principal of
Forest Trail Junior High School, Chicago
Height~.
Eric Shull is an officer at Nonhem Tmst
Company, Chicago. He works in the commercial
banking systems division of the infonnation systems depanment.
Terry (Andrlik) Arya, Bloomington, is manager of Bloomington/Normal Factory Stores.
Kathleen (McGrath) Connolly joined the staff
of DeFreancesco/Goodfriend Public Relations,
Chicago.
Laura (Stone)
Seymour, Springfield, is
public relations director
for the Illinois
Assoc iation of Park
Districts.
John Fritsche, Ed.D.,
was named winner of
the Charles E. Frank
Faculty Award at Illinois
Laura (Stone)
College, Jacksonville,
Seymour
w here he is an assistant
p rofessor of education.
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Tim McNeil is convention sales manager of the
Springfield (Illinois) Convention and Visitors
Bureau.
Denise (Lent) Ewers, M.M.E., is choral director at Dixon (IUinois) High School.
James Mack is a sanitarian in the health department for McLean County.
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Gregory Owen is the s uperYisor for GENCO
Reclamation Services. Bensenville.
Karin (Davenport) Benakovich is a s upervisor of therapeutic recreation at the Oak Forest
( Illinois) Hospital of Cook County.
Greg Ayers is director of the BloomingtonNormal Arca Convention and Visitors Bureau.
Deb Gentry, Ed.D., associate professor at
lllinois State University, received the Winslow
Honan and the Home Economics Research
Awards.
Me lissa Mohr was named the top young ag
instructo r in the state by the IUinois Association
of Vocational Agriculture Teachers.
Craig Carr is head basketball coach at Rushville
(lllinois) High School.
Melissa Sims received her juris doctor degree
from 1'01them lllinois University College of
b1w. DeKalb.
Jennifer Rimmer is the mortgage loan o riginator at Commerce Bank, Bloomington.
Angelo lekkas is an English teacher and the
girts· assistant basketball coach for Rochelle
(lllinois) Township High School.
Anissa Kryzanski, Rockford, is the conference
coordinator at Northem Ulinois University's
Rockford Education Center.
Michael McClure is employed by the Detroit
Pistons basketball team as a senior account
executive.
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Liz Garcia is a bilingual teacher at the Dorothy
deLacey Family Education Center,
Capentersville.
Brian Bernardoni is a consultant for Brain A.
Bemardoni & Associates, a community event
coordination business in Bloomington.
Dawn (Dro1s) Young is laboratory manager
and medical technologist for Gregory Tote!,
M.D. , S.C. , Decatur.
Daniel Brown received the Upjohn
Companion Animal Award as a vete rinary studem at the University of Illinois College of
Veterinary Medicine. Urbana. I le also received a
Dr.J E. Salsbury Scholarship.
Jeffrey Hochstatter is assistant farm manager
at Citizens First :'l:ational llank. Princeton .
Charles Erick'lon joined the law fim1 of Alfred
1-1. KreckmanJr. and Associates, Paris, Illinois.
Eric Burin was awarded the Harriet and
Charles Luckman Distinguished l indergraduate
Tc-:trhing Award at the l 'niver..ity of Illinois at
l 1rbana-Champaign.
Sam Trigillo is a representative for I lorac.:e
Mann Companies, I lillsboro.
Gerald Meyer received a Ph.D. in chemistry at
Virginia Ploytcchnic Institute and State
l :nivcrsity in 131ac.:ksburg. Virginia.
Terrance Newman, Gum ee, is an investmcm
officer for First Chicago Investment Services,
Inc.
Greg Jarling, Danville. is disuic t sales manager
in east-<:enrral lllinois for AgraTcch Seeds Inc.
John Carleto n was married in April. He is a
sccu1ity officer at the Champaign County
(Illinois) Courthouse.
Lonny Jones, M.S.E., is principal of Massac
County (Illinois) High School.
Judy (Weikel) Hendricker is a third grade
teacher at Webster Elementary School, Clinton.
He r first child was born in July.
Richard "Andy" Watts, Westmont, is business
assurance manager :u Coopers & Lybrand Ll.P.
Michael Schnell, Willowbrook, manages
Alphagraphics Printshop and docs freelance
design.
Chuck Butterbrodt is a teacher aide at Dwight
Township (lllinois) Iligh School and is the assistant football coach. a junior high school
wrestling coach, and assistant high schoo l softball coach.
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Marty Voelker is an accountant at Candid
Color Systems, Oklahoma City. Oklaho ma, and
youth pastor at the First Baptist Church.
Patrick Tagler is a safety specialist for Wem er,
Franklin Park.
Jeff Maslouski is a partner in Sinewavc Studios.
131oomington.
Tim Fairchild, M.S., is a fifth grade teacher and
junior high athletic director at Gridley (Illinois)
Gracie School.
Leslie Swanson is marketing director at Grand
Traverse Mall in Traverse City, Michigan.
BillJamison is a sales associate for Harn10n
Real f'.Statc, Princeto n. He is also a partner in
William Jamison & Sons Trucking of rur<1I
Tiskilwa ancl helps on the family fam1.
Beverly Beck is a special education teacher at
Hillsboro (lllinois) Junior High School.
Joe Ryan is football coach of the Princeton
(lllino is) Tigers.
Jennifer Oohnson) Loper, Woodridge, is
managing editor of Press Publications metropolitan newspaper group.

'94

'93

Eric Nel-,on is director of the 17th District
Voter Registration Project. Rockford.
Heather Fuller is conference service coordinator for the Hickory Ridge Confere nce Center.
Lisle.
James Petropoul, 8.S. '94, is recreation supervisor for the Woodridge (Ulinois) Park District.
Stacey Rothschild is the recreation supervisor
for Camelot Park, Arlington Heights (Illinois)
Park District.
Michael Rich is a progr:1m supervisor at the
Sports Hub in Glendale Heights.
James Donelan is the economic development
specialist for the Greater Springfield (lllinois)
Chamber of Commerce.
Mary Toraason is director of the LaSalle
County Historical Society museum in Utica.
Angela (Hansens) Castle was married in
December 1994 and lives in Roseville,
Califom ia.
Dave Oloffson is a sales manager with the
131oomington-Normal Convention and Visitors
Bureau.
Dongmei Lin, M.A., N01mal, w as one of nine
students selected for the first full-time intem ship
at the Illinois comptroller's offices in Springfield
and Chicago.
Rebecca Yaeger,
Carlock, is with the
Intennenno program in
Aalsmeer, the
Netherlands, working
as a greenhouse worker
with a local family
Rebecca Yaeger
business.

Page Bond is recreation supervisor for Country
Club Hills (lllinois) Park District.
Gloria Hsu is senior vice president of Sullivan,
Kelly & Associates, Inc., Pasadena, Califomia.
Keith Graunke is youth and family program
director for YMCA of Mel Ienry County (lllinois.)
David Waugh is district manager for Automatic.:
Data Processing, St. Lo uis.
Amy Ensenbcrger is assistant general manager
of the Courtyard by Marriott, Normal.
Kathrine (Behm) Johnson defended her dissertation at the University of Pennsylvania to
receive her doctorate in criminolo1,1y.
Michael Mcclanahan, Granville, is an agent in
the Country Companies Knox Agency.
Daryl Brown, New Lenox, is employed in the
i11fonnation systems depa11ment at Mor&ine
Valley Community College.
Leida Javier de Vivoni, Ed.D., is vice president of marketing and
snident affairs at Ana G.
Mendez University
System, Rio Piedras,
Puerto Rico. I !er husband, Paul Vivoni, Ed.D
'85, is a professor of art
at Inter American
University of Puerto
Rico.
Colleen (Dengler)
leidaJavier
Kuhn is a Marine secdeVivoni
ond lieutenant.
Sheila Smith is a Navy ensign.
Angie Perkins, M.S.E., is the Oregon (lllinois)
High School head varsity volleyball coach. She
teaches special education.

l

Theresa McMaster, Dawson, is a speech language therapy assistant at Taylorville (lllinois)
School District.
Richard Westphal, D.A., Aurora, is a professor
of English at Aurora University.

'95
Wendy Segroves is a recreation supervisor at
the aquatics olympic swim center for the
Arlington Heights (lUinois) Park District.
Thomas GualandiJr., LaSalle, is a Marine
second lieutenant.
Katie Schneider teaches art at Galva (lllinois)
Junior-Senior High School.
Robert "Tony"
Bennett, staff accountant with Dunbar,
Breitweiser & Company.
Bloomington, has
completed the certified
public accountant
examinatio n.
~ Randy Fletcher, M.S.,
is a public relations and
Robert "Tony"
marketing specialist for
Bennett
the Royse Group,
Champaign.
Jill (Messamore) Hlavacek, Normal, teaches
high school business at Blue Ridge School.
Eric Henderson, Geneseo, is an agent in the
Country Companies Henry-Stark Agency.
Jeffrey Blair is an Am1y second lieutenant. He
and his wife live in Gem1any.
Kathryn Kenney, Dwight, is tcchnoloi,,y coordinator and teacher at Dwight Township
(lllinois) Grade School.

IN MEMORY

Alumni
R.uby R. Leslie '20, D.S. '31, Joliet, July 10, 1995
Grace (Freitag) Gleason '22, Bloomington, September 2,1, 199!:i
Ina Martha (Brown) White '23, B.S. '60, M.S. '63, Towanda,
August 22, 1995
Lawrence Barber '24, PQrtland, Oregon, September 5, 1995
Nepha Eyman '26, D.S. '36, Decatur, Octobe"r 14, 1995
Millicent (Jones) Morgan '27, B.S. '42, Springfield,
June 5, 199,5
,
1
-Helen (Gerlach) Wiegreffe '27, Raymond, July 1z, 1995
Mildred (Langhoff) Zier '29, Bloomington, July 21 , 1995
Olive (Barlow) Vaupel '29, Ashton, July 19, 1995
Stella (Marshall) Graves '29, Plano, July 13, 1995
Ella (Iliff) Badders '29, D.S. '47, Dwight, August 21 , 1995
Dena (McMackin) Newton '30, Pine Knoll Shores, North Carolina,
August 13, 1995· · '
,
Floyd Stahl '30, Oregon, Illinois, May 10, 1995
Mary (Zorger) PhjlHps '30, M.A. '60, Roc~ford, August 8, 1995
Alice lentz! 31 , B.S. '32, Hopedale, September 20, 1995
EverettJ. Holt'31, M.S. !39, Denver, Colorado, July 16, 1995
H. Edmond Pratt '31, Watseka, May 1{ 1~95
Marian (Kohn) Kavanaugh '33, Huntsville, Alabama,
June 18, 1995
Marvin Nic,ol '~3, Lombard,.Januai;y 27, 1996
M. Edith (Flasmusseo) Ruppel '33, D.S. '54, M.S. '64, Pontiac,
· August 27, 1995
Frede~ick R. Boll '35, ,Atwood, May f2, 1995 .
Monica' (Dalton) Carmody ;35, o.s; '41, Modesto, Ca)ifornia,
,
JumI9 , 1995· .
Bernice (Mam~) Lovell.'35, D.S. '67, Mesa, Arizona,
August 8, 1995 .
Virginia (Crosby) Branson '36, Quincy, September-27, 19'95
Hilma (Park) Yates '37, D.S. '56, M.S. '60, Normal, ,
September 24, 1995
Jessie (Kirchman) TholT!as '37, B.S. '62, fjerscher, July 29, 1995
Robert E. Liehr '37, Morrison, May 6, 1995
Viola (Vogt) O'Brian '38, Columbus, Georgia, April 19, 1995
James Henderson Linn '39, M.S. '41 , D.M.A. '63, Trumansburg,
. New York, June 24, 1995
james W. Cameron '41, Libertyville, May 14, 1995
Helen E. (Moberly) Calhoon '41 , Catonsville, Maryland,
July~. 1995
·Irene (McDowell) Haag '41, Cullom, July 29, 1995
Sylvia (Yeamans) Lawwill '42, DanviOe, May 31 , 1995
Susanna (Hans_9n)-Vaughan '43, Dixon, April 8, 1995
DQris (Marshallj Benson '43, M.S. '66, Prescott, Arizona,
September18, 1995
Jane L: lliff '4~, M.S.,'52, River Forest, June 16, 1995
· Dorothy (Ropers) Ellis '45, Lincoln)ebrOary.14, 1995
Fra~cef(leach) Buck''47, Springffeld,'~epternber H ,.J 995

Frank Dagne '48, .M.S. '52, Ohio, Illinois, June 1, 1995
William E. ~~rutti '49, M.S. '61, Franklin, Ohio,
September 3, 1995
.Robert S. Taylor '49, M.S. '55, Lincoln, July 12, 1995
Helen (Lindgren) Ely '50; Eureka, October 15, 1995
Richard Darnall '50, M.S. '55, Hot Springs Village, Arkansas,
August 8, 1995
Norma (~rump) Nyberg '51, Roanoke, August 20, 1995
Paul W. Eilers '51, Fairbury, June 25, 1995
Leonard L. Semon '52, M.A. '60, Springfield
Robert Spinner '53, M.B.A. '76, Decatur, June 18, 1995
William Kennedy, M.S. '54, Urbana, August 20, 1995
Richard B. Fisher '55, Lafayette, Georgia, March 24, 1991
Grace (~orbert) Miller '55, M.S. '60, Clinton, July 30, 1995
Leta (Clarke) light '55, Sheldon, March 8, 1989
James Zambo.n '56, Fairfield Glade, Tennessee, June 18, 1995
John R. Giegerich,'57,.Bloomi,ngton, September 12, 1995 .
Donald' C. Park'er '58, M.S. '62, C.A.S. '74,'Machesney Park;
October 13, f995
·
·
Matthew Bazik '60, M.S·. '61, Elmhurst, September 28, 1994
Mollie (Boyer) Hagar '60, Anchor, June 17, 1995
Donald L. Epley '61, M.S. '66, Elk Grove Village, July 6, 1995
David F. Domanowski '63, M.S. '68, Springfield,Septeinber 29, 1995
·
Nicholas P. Siegel '65, M.S. '71, Delavan, June 6, 1995
John R'. Rapp '65, M.S. '~7. Normal, September '20, 1995
Patricia (DQubler),Lawton '~5; M.S."E. '77, Bloomington,
May 29, 1995
John W. D.uis, M.S. '67,.Milford, April 11,, 1995
Mary Ano Houser '68, M.S. '74, Lincoln, September 5, 1994
Janet (Latham) Coble '68, Jacksonville, July 18, 1995
Valeria (Stockton) Armstrong '68, Pekin, June 4, 1995
Edwa~d M. Steele, M.S. '73, Decatur, August 24, 1995
David G. Johnson '73, M.S. '78, Gibson City, June 14, 1995
Diane (Dermott) Kupkowski '74, Fox River Grove,
August 13, 1995
Judith·(Moore) Pletkovich '74, M.A. '87, Neponset,
April 10, 1995
Kennl!th ~reen '76, New Boston, October 2, 1995
Deborah Shults '76, East Peoria, October 11 , 1995
Mark E. Schildt '80, Vernon .Hills, September 8, 1995
Laura Young '83, Rock Island, June 11, 1995
P. David Schmink,.Ed.D. '85, Monticello, June 23, 1995
Steven L. Ljtchfield '85, Andover, August 6, 1995
Jeffr11y Brugman '88, Slidell, Louisiana, October 9, 1995
James~- Snyder '89, Glen Ellyn, July 23, 1~93
Chad Weems '94, pelavan, July 1~; 1995 ,.
Kirk A. Haney '95; Etwards,-February.26, 1995

'
·j
.
<Beverly, Fu
Septe

r'·

omington; July 4;,J

'
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ILLINOIS STATE
®
After two years of study and design,
lllinois State Athletics retired the
thumbs-up Redbird logo. In its place
is a new primary Illinois State
Athletics logo, a new graphic fo r
treasured mascot Reggie Redbird, a
new stanclardizecl Redbird Arena
logo, new standardized logotypes,
and new communications standards.
See story page 5.

